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Dissecting Multiple Imputation from a Multi-phase Inference Perspective:

What Happens When God’s, Imputer’s and Analyst’s Models Are Uncongenial?

Xianchao Xie and Xiao-Li Meng

Harvard University

Abstract: Real-life data are almost never really real. By the time the data arrive at an2

investigator’s desk or disk, the raw data, however defined, have most likely gone3

through at least one “cleaning” process, such as standardization, re-calibration, im-4

putation, or de-sensitization. Dealing with such a reality scientifically requires a5

more holistic multi-phase perspective than is permitted by the usual framework of6

“God’s model versus my model.” This article provides an in-depth look, from this7

broader perspective, into multiple-imputation (MI) inference (Rubin (1987)) under8

uncongeniality (Meng (1994)). We present a general estimating-equation decom-9

position theorem, resulting in an analytic (asymptotic) description of MI inference10

as an integration of the knowledge of the imputer and the analyst, and establish11

a characterization of self-efficiency (Meng (1994)) for regulating estimation proce-12

dures. These results help to reveal how the quality of and relationship between the13

imputer’s model and analyst’s procedure affect MI inference, including how a seem-14

ingly perfect procedure under the “God-versus-me” paradigm is actually inadmis-15

sible when God’s, imputer’s, and analyst’s models are uncongenial to each other.16

Our theoretical investigation also leads to useful procedures that are as trivially im-17

plementable as Rubin’s combining rules, yet with confidence coverage guaranteed18

to be minimally the nominal level, under any degree of uncongeniality. We reveal19

that the relationship is very complex between the validity of approaches taken for20

individual phases and the validity of the final multi-phase inference, and indeed21

that it is a nontrivial matter to quantify or even qualify the meaning of validity itself22

in such settings. These results and many open problems are presented to raise the23

general awareness that the multi-phase inference paradigm is an uncongenial forest24

populated by thorns, as well as some fruits, many of which are still low-hanging.25

Key words and phrases: Confidence validity, data cleaning, estimating equation de-26

composition, incomplete data, multi-phase inference, pre-processing, self-efficiency,27

strong efficiency, uncongeniality.28
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2 XIANCHAO XIE AND XIAO-LI MENG

1 Multi-phase Inference: An Expanded Paradigm29

With the dramatic increases in the size, diversity, and complexity of data available for scientific30

discoveries, medical advances, education reforms and evidence-based policy making, to name a31

few, the entire enterprise of scientific quantitative inquiry has been presented with unprecedented32

challenges and opportunities. In particular, many current quantitative inquiries are not made by33

one or even two teams (i.e., data collectors and analysts), but rather by multiple teams/parties34

entering the process over several phases, such as data collection, processing, curation, and anal-35

ysis. Due to constraints such as resource limitations and confidentiality, each team may not have36

adequate knowledge of or are unable to utilize the assumptions made by, and resources available37

to, those coming before or after its phase. Even in cases where several different phases involve a38

single team, the complexity of the data and different purposes of these phases often encourage or39

even force the team to adopt incompatible setups and assumptions across different phases.40

This was the case for example in the area of estimating survival distributions using data41

from AIDS surveillance systems, which suffered from substantial reporting delay (see Tu, Meng,42

and Pagano (1993); Bouman, Dukic, and Meng (2005)). In theory, an encompassing model can43

be set up to estimate the survival distribution and reporting delay distribution simultaneously.44

But practically, the complexity of the data and the need to perform standard Cox regression for45

the survival distributions, compelled us to adopt a two-phase strategy. We first adopted a mul-46

tiple imputation approach via a Bayesian modelling to impute the delayed cases, and then we47

performed the Cox regression using the observed and imputed cases. Neither the models nor the48

inference perspectives in these two phases were constrained to be the same, even though there49

was only one team involved, as documented in Tu, Meng, and Pagano (1993).50

Therefore, by multi-phase inference, we mean an inference process where the ultimate con-51

clusions are a result of several phases carried out in a sequential order, each phase with its own goal,52

assumptions, and methods, not necessarily compatible across different phases. The emphasis here is on53

the sequential nature of how the inferential conclusions are built upon a sequence of not necessar-54

ily (theoretically) compatible phases. As such inference processes become increasingly common55

in this age of Big Data, they compel us to rethink the traditional paradigms for statistical analysis56

and data preservation (see Blocker and Meng (2013)). From this expanded perspective, this article57

takes a critical look at Rubin’s (1987) multiple imputation (MI) inference under uncongeniality, as58

formulated in Meng (1994). MI inference explicitly acknowledges the impact of an intermediate59

phase, namely the imputation phase, and hence it demonstrates nicely the necessity, intricacy,60

and opportunities of theoretical investigation of multi-phase inference.61

1.1 Why is an expanded paradigm necessary?62

Much of the statistical literature assumes data are generated by a “God’s model”, and then postu-63

lates one or multiple model classes for the purpose of inferring aspects of God’s model and its im-64

plications. Here by “God’s model”, we mean the true status of nature, not a posited model class.65

In contrast, by multiple model classes we mean multiple sets of assumptions (hence, not necessar-66
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Multiple Imputation from a Multi-phase Inference Perspective 3

ily parametric models), which are mathematically compatible within each set but incompatible67

across different sets—if they are not mathematically incompatible then we are merely postulating68

a larger model class. Whereas many model classes may be entertained, the commonly accepted69

paradigm explicitly identifies “my model”, the ones used by an analyst, to approximate the (un-70

known) God’s model. However, reality is far more complicated, compelling us to distinguish71

between analyst’s data from God’s data, the realizations from God’s model that the analyst’s data72

were collected to approximate. Any attempt to mathematically define such concepts is doomed73

to fail, but it is important to distinguish the two forms of data because the approximation process74

introduces an additional inference phase or even phases.75

For example, in physical and biological sciences, the analyst’s data typically are results of76

a series of pre-processing steps to deal with limitations or irregularities in recording God’s data77

(e.g., discarding “outliers”, re-calibration), yet typically the analyst at best has only partial infor-78

mation about this process. For social and behavioral sciences, many variables are “constructed79

variables”, typically from a deterministic algorithm converting a set of questionnaire responses80

to an index, say, that whether a subject has depression. The algorithm is often a pitch black box81

because the analyst is unaware of what variables were used to produce the index. For large-scale82

public-use data files, virtually all data sets contain imputations because of non-responses or other83

forms of missing data, which means someone has “fixed the holes” in the data before releasing.84

In all these examples, the key issue is that during the journey from God’s data to the ana-85

lyst’s data, a set of assumptions have been introduced deliberately or accidentally. There is no86

“assumption-free” pre-processing; any attempt to make the data “better” or “more usable” im-87

plies that a judgement has been made. Under the God-versus-me paradigm, this intermediate88

“data cleaning” process has to be considered either as part of God’s model, or of the analyst’s89

model class, or of both, by somehow separating aspects of the process. Regardless of how we90

conceptualize, we are in an extremely muddy situation. If aspects of this intermediate process91

are considered to be part of God’s model, then the analyst’s inference is not merely about God’s92

model but also about someone else’s assumptions about it. If we relegate the pre-processing to93

the analyst’s model class, then the analyst will need good information about the process. Whereas94

understanding the entire data forming mechanism is a critical on-going emphasis of our profes-95

sion, the reality is that for the vast majority of real-life data sets, especially large-scale ones, it96

is simply impossible to trace how the data were collected or pre-processed. Indeed, many such97

processes are nowhere documented, and some are even protected by confidentiality constraints.98

Such “data cleaning” pre-processes motivate the multi-phase inference paradigm. The key99

distinction between the multi-phase paradigm and the God-versus-me paradigm is not that the100

former involves multiple model classes or even multiple investigating teams. Rather, in the multi-101

phase paradigm, we explicitly acknowledge the sequential nature of the phases and that the as-102

sumptions made at different phases are permitted to be different or even contradictory. The key103

aims here are (I) to understand the consequences of permitting such discrepancy and contradic-104

tions, and (II) to develop methods with theoretical validity and even optimality for the ultimate105

inference results in such complex but realistic settings.106
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4 XIANCHAO XIE AND XIAO-LI MENG

1.2 Multiple imputation under uncongenality107

A great example of multi-phase inference is the MI inference (Rubin (1987)) under uncongeniality108

(Meng (1994)). In a nutshell, uncongeniality means that the imputation model class and the an-109

alyst’s model class are incompatible. There are many reasons for such incompatibility, including110

different aims of imputation (where one wants to use as many variables as possible even if causal111

directions are incorrectly specified) and of analysis (where one may be interested only in a subset112

of variables with specified causal directions). In this paper we assume that the imputer’s model113

class is (approximately) valid, which means that it has properly taken into account the missing114

data mechanism (MDM), regardless of whether it is ignorable such as missing at random (MAR)115

or non-ignorable (Rubin (1976)). Indeed, the more sophisticated handling by the imputer is of-116

ten a source of uncongenality because subsequent users of the imputed data do not possess the117

necessary knowledge or resource to properly handle the missing data themselves.118

Rubin’s MI inference, a general approach for addressing serious defects of single impu-119

tation, was originally justified from the Bayesian perspective (Rubin (1987)) under the (implicit)120

assumption of congeniality. Specifically, let Zcom denote the complete data, Zobs and Zmis respec-121

tively the observed and missing data, and θ the analyst’s estimand (e.g., a population quantity).122

The imputer uses a Bayesian method (or its equivalent) to fill in the missing values by drawing in-123

dependently m times from the predictive distribution pI(Zmis|Zobs). This produces m complete124

data sets Z̃
(`)
com = (Zobs, Z̃

(`)
mis), ` = 1, . . . , m available for any potential analysis. The superscript125

I signifies that the imputation is done under the Imputer’s model class. In the analyzing phase, the126

analyst applies a chosen complete-data procedure Pc = [θ̂A(Zcom), UA(Zcom)], where θ̂A(Zcom)127

is the analyst’s point estimator of his/her estimand θ and UA(Zcom) is its associated variance128

estimator, to each Z̃
(`)
com to produce θ̂(`) ≡ θ̂A(Z̃

(`)
com) and U (`) ≡ UA(Z̃

(`)
com), for ` = 1, . . . , m.129

Rubin’s MI inference refers to the use of Rubin’s (1987) rules that estimate θ by the average130

of the m individual estimators and its variance as the sum of two terms:131

θ̄m =
1

m

m∑

`=1

θ̂(`) and Tm = Ūm +

(

1 +
1

m

)

Bm , (1.1)

where Ūm and Bm are the estimated within- and between-imputation variances132

Ūm =
1

m

m∑

`=1

U (`) and Bm =
1

m − 1

m∑

`=1

(θ̂(`) − θ̄m)(θ̂(`) − θ̄m)> .

The factor (1 + 1/m) in (1.1) is due to the finite number of imputations. For our theoretical133

investigation later, we will focus on m = ∞, in order to study the performance of Rubin’s MI134

inference in the absence of Monte Carlo errors. In a nutshell, Rubin’s MI is simply a size m135

Monte Carlo simulation from pI(Zmis|Zobs), with the ultimate estimands136

θ̄∞ = lim
m→∞

θ̄m, and T∞ = Ū∞ + B∞ : (1.2)

Ū∞ = lim
m→∞

Ūm = EI [UA(Z̃com)|Zobs]; (1.3)

B∞ = lim
m→∞

Bm = V I [θ̂A(Z̃com)|Zobs]. (1.4)
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Multiple Imputation from a Multi-phase Inference Perspective 5

Justifying Rubin’s combining rules is easy under congeniality as formulated by Meng (1994):137

(I) The complete-data analysis procedure can be embedded into a Bayesian model class with138

θ̂(Z̃com) = EA(θ|Z̃com) and UA(Z̃com) = V A(θ|Z̃com), for all Z̃com, (1.5)

where the superscript A indexes expectation with respect to the analyst’s model class;139

(II) The imputation model class and the analysis (embedding) model class are the same for the140

purposes of predicting missing data:141

P I(Z̃mis|Zobs) = P A(Z̃mis|Zobs), for all Z̃mis (but the given Zobs). (1.6)

Under (I) and (II), the MI inference P∞ = [θ̄∞, T∞] is the same as the posterior mean and

variance of θ under the analyst’s (embedded) model class given Zobs. That is, [θ̄∞, T∞] ≡ P∞ =

Pobs ≡ [EA(θ|Zobs), V
A(θ|Zobs)], a fact that can be verified by using iterative expectations. That

is, under congeniality, Rubin’s MI can be viewed as performing Monte Carlo integration for the

analyst to obtain Pobs, without any knowledge of it, using only the complete-data procedure Pc.

When the imputation model class and the (embedded) analyst’s model class differ, the be-142

havior of Rubin’s rules becomes very complicated, capable of producing inconsistent variance143

estimators, a matter that has received recurrent criticisms (Fay (1991, 1992); Kott (1995); Nieslen144

(2003)). To address such criticisms, Meng (1994) identified the concept uncongeniality as the key145

ingredient for studying the complex behavior of Rubin’s MI inference. It is worth emphasizing146

that the uncongenality as defined by (I) and (II) is a form of estimation uncongenality or more gen-147

erally inferential uncongenality, because (I) is determined by a particular estimation procedure.148

For example, suppose both imputer and analyst adopt the same N(θ, 1) model (and the imputer149

adopts a constant prior on θ), yet the analyst decides to estimate θ by both the sample mean and150

the sample median, the latter being an attempt to robustify. Then the imputer’s model is conge-151

nial to analyst’s sample-mean procedure, but not to the sample-median procedure, because for152

the latter the embedding (sampling) model class is not N(θ, 1), but rather (say) Laplace L(θ, 1).153

Meng (1994) obtained some initial theory under this inferential uncongeniality, including154

conditions for Rubin’s MI inference to be confidence valid, i.e., the interval estimator has at least155

the nominal coverage. In particular, this theory indicates that the bias in Rubin’s variance estima-156

tor is caused by a lack of orthogonality in an ANOVA-type decomposition under uncongeniality,157

confirming and explaining counterexamples in several previous studies (Fay (1992); Kott (1995)).158

Consequently, several proposals (e.g., Robins and Wang (2000); Kim et al. (2006)) were made to159

correct the bias, assuming that the imputer provides information beyond the imputed values.160

Here we revisit these issues in light of a series of theoretical results discovered through161

our study under the multi-phase inference paradigm, and the results here extend Meng’s (1994)162

both in scope (e.g., covering multi-dimensions) and in depth (e.g., showing how MI estimators163

integrate the imputer’s and analyst’s knowledge). Section 2 illustrates the complexities of multi-164

phase inference and summarizes our major findings. Section 3 presents a general decomposition165

of an estimator resulting from a decomposable estimating equation. The result then is applied166
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6 XIANCHAO XIE AND XIAO-LI MENG

in Section 4 to Rubin’s MI point estimator to arrive at a matrix-weighted representation, a result167

which in turn is applied in Section 5 for variance calculations and for deriving an exceedingly sim-168

ple standard-error combining rule for confidence validity under uncongeniality. Revealing a hid-169

den implication of Rubin’s variance combining rule that makes the assumption of self-efficiency170

important, Section 6 presents a general result about when an estimating equation is self-efficient.171

Armed with these results, Section 7 then characterizes Rubin’s variance combining rules under172

nested models. Section 8 explores issues such as measuring the degree of uncongeniality and173

possible cancellation of errors from different phases, issues that are unique to the multi-phase174

paradigm and need to be addressed before its fruitful foundation can be established in general.175

1.3 But what is Validity in multi-phase inference and for whom?176

We have already invoked the phrase “valid” several times, but as a reviewer rightly pointed out,177

its meaning requires careful qualification and quantification. Since our ultimate goal is to infer178

aspects of God’s model, validity apparently must mean that our inferential conclusions should be179

consistent with God’s specifications if we had an unlimited amount of data. But such consistency180

requirement is only one part of statistical validity, which also regulates uncertainty assessments in181

our inferential statements. These uncertainty assessments, such as confidence coverage and hy-182

pothesis testing errors, give rise to more ambiguity in the multi-phase setting than in the familiar183

God-vs-me paradigm, as revealed in the MI setting.184

Whereas there are many inferential perspectives (Bayesian, frequentist, likelihood, fiducial,185

etc; see Liu and Meng (2016)), there is essentially only one scientific way to evaluate and compare186

statistical procedures — show how they work when applied repeatedly, in reality, via simulation187

or in thought experiments. Therefore, assessing uncertainty or more generally quality of any188

statistical procedure is inherently a frequentist endeavor, even for Bayesians (see Rubin (1984)).189

The key question then is over what replications we should evaluate our procedures.190

Under the familiar God-vs-me paradigm, a well accepted replication scheme is for me to191

imagine that God uses the same process G(D) that generated my data, denoted by D0, to pro-192

duce many more identically distributed data sets, either independently, or conditionally (on some193

ancillary feature of D0 for example) independently, of D0. Denoting these hypothetical date sets194

by {Di, i ∈ I} and the procedure under evaluation by Pro, I can compute whatever operating195

characteristics of Pro that are of interest (e.g., variance, coverage, Type I errors) by statistically196

summarizing {Pro(Di), i ∈ I}; or theoretically, I can calculate the property of Pro(D) over the197

God’s model/process G(D) I perceive. How to perceive a relevant God process G(D) for my par-198

ticular data set D0 is nontrivial and indeed is at the heart of any statistical inference, as argued199

in Liu and Meng (2016). Nevertheless, there is only one God process I need to contemplate and200

only I, wearing the hat as an analyst, need to contemplate.201

In a multi-phase setting, a complication arises because either there will be multiple “God”202

processes I need to contemplate, or there will be multiple “I”s doing the contemplation, or both.203

For example, in the MI setting, in addition to me as an analyst, there will be the imputer (which204

could just be me but wearing a different hat). From me the analyst’s perspective, my interest is not205
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Multiple Imputation from a Multi-phase Inference Perspective 7

that different from me as in the God-vs-me paradigm — I want to ensure my inference is valid206

in the same sense as before, with the complication that I now need to include the imputation207

process as a part of the God’s model; or more precisely to treat the imputer as a Demigod, and208

add the Demigod process to the God process to form a Super God process. Using the notation of209

Section 1.2, we can express this Super God’s process as G(Zobs)
∏m

`=1 P I(Z̃
(`)
mis|Zobs), yielding my210

data D0 = {Zobs, Z̃
(1)
mis, ∙ ∙ ∙ , Z̃

(m)
mis}.211

But from the imputer’s perspective, especially those who are responsible for producing212

public-use data files for many analysts, the validity is no longer about a particular me, but to213

ensure that the imputation quality is such that as many subsequent analysts will be able to reach214

the validity they care about without having to worry (too much) about how the imputation was215

done. This is no different from the perspective of a data collector for public-use data files. In-216

deed, for large-scale public-use data files, such as those put out by the US Census Bureau, it is217

beyond virtually any analysis team’s capacity to assess the data quality, be observed or imputed.218

This effectively means that subsequent analysts would have to invoke the aforementioned “Super219

God” perspective, however subconsciously or involuntarily, in their contemplations of relevant220

replications for assessing uncertainty and validity. Although they typically have little interest221

in inferring any aspect of the Demigod model, they need to treat the imputation process as a222

“nuisance process”, affecting the quality of the inference they care about.223

Therefore, a key consideration of validity from the imputer’s perspective must be to ensure224

that the imputation process is as small a nuisance as possible to as many subsequent analyses225

as possible. This means that to assume the imputation model as precisely consistent with God’s226

specific model for producing Zobs as the imputer believes can actually be very harmful. This is227

because the more precise a specification (e.g., setting a regression coefficient to zero), the fewer228

analysts would include it in their contemplations. Therefore, a more restrictive imputation model229

will typically do more harm to more subsequent analyses, especially considering the analysts230

have essentially zero chance to correct the problem or even to suspect that there is a problem.231

It is therefore well understood from the early days of the debate on MI inference, as doc-232

umented in Meng (1994), that the imputation model class should be as saturated as practically233

feasible, when it is compared with the analysts’ (embedding) model classes. The theoretical re-234

sults in this paper further support this general advice, which is applicable even when the same235

team carries out both the imputation and analysis phases. This is because the need for separating236

the two phases in the first place typically means that the team has faced practical or theoretical237

constraints that have compelled it to take care of the missing data problem before performing238

any desired analyses. Consequently, it is in the team’s interest to not unduly tie its own hands by239

using an overly restrictive imputation model, so it can perform more subsequent analyses at the240

analysis phase without having to regret or even redo the imputation.241

However, there has been virtually no study of how to quantify or even qualify the types of242

analysis to be conducted on any public-data file, nor is it clear how to meaningfully conduct such243

studies given the on-going methodological evolution after the release of any specific data set.244

Therefore, since a primary goal of this paper is to investigate theoretically the consequences of245
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8 XIANCHAO XIE AND XIAO-LI MENG

having uncongenial models via the perspective of multi-phase inference, we must put the impu-246

tation model and analysis procedure on an equal footing in order to study how their relationships247

and interactions would influence the final MI inference. We do so by investigating how a single248

class of imputation models interacts with a single class of analysis models, as an effective build-249

ing block for understanding the interactions between multiple classes of imputation and analysis250

models. Consequently, the notion of validity in this article is with respect to the original God’s251

process that creates what we observe, i.e., G(Zobs), where G encompasses the entire process of252

creating Zobs, including God’s missing-data mechanism. The issue of imputation uncertainty253

due to a finite m disappears in our theoretical results, because we assume m = ∞ to separate the254

complication due to uncongenality from Monte-Carlo errors because of a finite m.255

Furthermore, the central controversy about MI has been the possibility of an invalid infer-256

ence, under God’s G(Zobs), when both the imputation and analysis model classes are correctly257

specified. We therefore restrict ourselves to such a setting as well, by assuming both classes con-258

tain God’s model as a special case. The cases where one or both model classes are misspecified259

are of greater practical interest, just as in reality essentially all model classes are misspecified.260

Nevertheless, theoretical insights are typically developed by first studying what can go wrong261

under controlled environments. As we reveal below, even within our restrictive environments,262

the findings are substantially more intricate than previously anticipated. Such intricacies seem263

to be the rule rather than exception in multi-phase inference (see Blocker and Meng (2013)), and264

we hope they can entice those with adventurous spirit to explore with us this essentially virgin265

forest of multi-phase inference.266

2 Summarizing and Illustrating Key Findings267

Uncongenial models complicate our life. To help readers to decide if they want explore such a268

complicated life style, here we use three simple but informative examples to illustrate general269

guidelines, with precise theoretical conditions and statements given in Section 7.270

• The validity of both the imputer’s and analyst’s model/procedure does not guarantee the271

validity of the resulting MI inference, especially when the analyst’s procedure is completely272

unregulated (e.g., when it is not self-efficient);273

• When the imputer’s model is more saturated than the model underlying the analyst’s pro-274

cedure and the analyst’s procedure is self-efficient, Rubin’s rules are confidence proper275

(i.e., with the correct coverage) and possess good robustness properties;276

• When the imputer’s model is less saturated than the analyst’s (embedding) model and the277

analyst’s procedure is self-efficient, Rubin’s rules achieve super efficiency when the frac-278

tions of missing information for all parameters are the same; otherwise confidence validity279

(i.e., with at least the nominal coverage) is not guaranteed;280

• In general, uncongenality should be regarded as the rule rather than the exception, and a281
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Multiple Imputation from a Multi-phase Inference Perspective 9

simple confidence valid procedure to combat any degree of uncongenality is to double Ru-282

bin’s MI variance estimate. For univariate estimand, a less conservative but still confidence283

valid approach is to apply Rubin’s additive combining rule in terms the standard errors in-284

stead of variances — to form the MI standard error as the sum of the with-imputation285

standard error and the between-imputation standard error.286

A key reason that the validity of individual models does not necessarily guarantee the over-287

all validity is that “a valid model” here really means “a valid model class”. They all share the288

completely specified God’s model (including MDM) as a special case, but can differ in any other289

aspects, including having different parameter spaces. Consequently, we use a superscript to de-290

note whether a model parameter θ, as a generic notation, comes from the analyst’s model (θA) or291

from the imputer’s model (θI ). Although from this point on we adopt the common practice of not292

distinguishing between “models” (completely known) and “model classes” (which contains un-293

knowns), our examples illustrate the complications caused by the flexibility of a valid model class.294

These analytical tractable examples demonstrate well the intricate nature of dealing with even295

the simplest two-phase inference with two uncongenial model classes (imputation and analysis),296

and with God’s model being nested within each. Real-life situations are far more complex than297

these stylistic examples, as the regression example given in the on-line supplement demonstrates298

(also see Section 8.3), even though the regression example itself is on the simplistic side.299

2.1 Example 1: Illustrating uncongeniality and self-efficiency300

In the first example, we assume that the complete data are N independent normal observations301

with mean θ0, which is arbitrary but fixed. However, the first n (< N) observed ones have vari-302

ance 1 and the remaining N − n missing ones have variance σ2
0 . The imputer’s model correctly303

captures this unequal variance setting, but it is unknown to the analyst. Nevertheless, the ana-304

lyst’s complete-data procedure is still valid. Specifically, we assume305

• God’s Model: Zobs = (Y1, . . . , Yn) with Yi
i.i.d.
∼ N(θ0, 1) for i = 1, . . . , n and Zmis =306

(Yn+1, . . . , YN ) with Yi
i.i.d.
∼ N(θ0, σ

2
0) for i = n + 1, . . . , N .307

• Imputer’s Model: Yi
i.i.d.
∼ N(θ, 1) for i = 1, . . . , n and Yi

i.i.d.
∼ N(θ, σ2

0) for i = n+1, . . . , N ;

prior p(θ) ∝ 1; imputed values are obtained as posterior predictive draws by sampling

θ̃|Zobs ∼ N(Ȳn, n−1) and then Ỹi|θ̃
i.i.d.
∼ N(θ̃, σ2

0), for i = n + 1, . . . , N,

where Ȳn is the average of the observed sample: Zobs = (Y1, . . . , Yn).308

• Analyst’s Complete-data Procedure:

θ̂A
com = ȲN , V̂ A

com = V̂ (θ̂A
com) =

1

N
S2

N ,

where ȲN and S2
N are the sample mean and sample variance of Zcom = {Y1, . . . , YN}.309
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10 XIANCHAO XIE AND XIAO-LI MENG

To simplify the algebra, we replace V̂ A
com by its asymptotic equivalent310

Ū∞ =
1

N
[(1 − f) + fσ2

0 ], where f =
N − n

N
, (2.1)

because V̂ A
com− Ū∞ = Op(N−3/2), assuming the fraction of missing data f = 1−n/N is bounded311

away from 1 as N → ∞. Thus, for our asymptotic comparisons where we ignore anything of312

op(N−1) order, we can assume Pc = [ȲN , Ū∞] with Ū∞ given by (2.1) even though the analyst is313

unaware of the heteroscedasticity in the observations.314

Given the above setup, it is straightforward to verify that θ̄∞ = Ȳn and315

T∞ = Ū∞ + B∞ =
1

N

[
(1 − f) + fσ2

0

]
+

f

N

[
f

1 − f
+ σ2

0

]

. (2.2)

Clearly, T∞ differs in general from the sampling variance of θ̄∞, V∞ ≡ V (Ȳn) = 1/n, resulting in316

an asymptotic bias317

Δn ≡ n(T∞ − V∞) = 2f(1 − f)(σ2
0 − 1) . (2.3)

Other than the trivial case when f = 0, we see that Δn is zero if and only if σ2
0 = 1 (we have318

assumed f < 1), namely, if and only if Pc is congenial to the imputer’s model.319

When σ2
0 6= 1, the bias in T∞ can be either positive or negative. It also illustrates something320

more subtle. Because θ̄∞ is the same as analyst’s procedure applied to Zobs, i.e., θ̄∞ = Ȳn = θ̂A
obs,321

if Rubin’s rule T∞ = Ū∞ + B∞ were to provide the correct variance for θ̄∞ = Ȳn, it would imply322

that (asymptotically under God’s model)323

V (θ̂A
obs) = V (Ȳn) = T∞ = Ū∞ + B∞ ≥ Ū∞ = V (ȲN ) = V (θ̂A

com). (2.4)

One might take (2.4) for granted, since ȲN is based on more observations than Ȳn. But (2.4)324

is true in general only when {Y1, . . . , YN} are exchangeable, which clearly is not the case under325

heteroscedasticity. Indeed, V (Ȳn) = 1/n and V (ȲN ) = (1 − f + fσ2
0)/N . Hence, the inequality326

(2.4) holds if and only if σ2
0 ≤ 1 + (1 − f)−1 (assuming f > 0). If σ2

0 is too big, then the analyst327

would obtain a more efficient estimator with fewer observations.328

This seemingly paradoxical phenomenon arises because the analyst’s procedure, which329

gives all observations equal weight, is optimal only when all observations deserve to be weighted330

equally. Otherwise, by giving those observations with large variabilities more weights than they331

deserve, we actually can hurt ourselves with more observations because their large variabilities332

outweigh the gain in sample size; see Meng and Xie (2014) for a general discussion of such phe-333

nomenon. This implies that for Rubin’s variance combining rule to hold, we minimally need334

to impose (2.4). Actually, as shown in Meng (1994), to avoid this “paradoxical phenomenon”335

we need to require the analyst’s procedure to be self-efficient, i.e., θ̂A
com needs to be most efficient336

among the class {λθ̂A
obs + (1− λ)θ̂A

com : λ ∈ R} with respect to mean-squared loss. This assump-337

tion is violated here when σ2
0 6= 1, because then338

λ =
(1 − f)(σ2

0 − 1)

σ2
0(1 − f) + f

(2.5)
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will render λθ̂A
obs+(1−λ)θ̂A

com = λȲn+(1−λ)ȲN = θ̂MLE. Here θ̂MLE is the complete-data MLE339

of θ under the correct imputer’s model, which is more efficient than the analyst’s θ̂A(Zcom) = ȲN340

under God’s model whenever σ2
0 6= 1. (Recall σ2

0 is known.)341

Linking Rubin’s variance combining rule to the self-efficient formulation allows us to inves-342

tigate when T∞ is a conservative estimator or anti-conservative estimator, a useful distinction for343

investing confidence validity; see Section 7. We notice that the bias Δn of (2.3) and the λ of (2.5)344

have identical sign, confirming the corresponding general result of Meng (1994). In particular,345

here T∞ is conservative if and only if σ2
0 > 1. We illustrate in the next two examples that this346

conservative tendency is a general phenomenon when the imputer’s model and analyst’s (em-347

bedding) model form a nested relationship in either direction, although the two directions have348

different flavors of conservatism. (For the current example, N(θ, 1) and N(θ, σ2
0) do not form a349

nested pair in either direction when σ2 6= 1.)350

Before we proceed, we illustrate a remarkable and practical finding that will be proved in351

Section 5.2. Although T∞ may underestimate V∞, 2T∞ turns out will never be below V∞. Indeed,352

a shaper upper bound for V∞ exists for a univariate estimand; the sum of the within-imputation353

standard error
√

Ū∞ and between-imputation standard error
√

B∞ is never below the standard354

error of θ̄∞,
√

V∞. (This is sharper because (
√

Ū∞ +
√

B∞)2 ≤ 2(Ū∞ + B∞) = 2T∞). Thus they355

provide us with very simple ways to obtain confidence valid inference regardless of the degree356

of uncongenality and such inferences are sharp in the multi-phase inference paradigm when we357

need to protect ourselves from any degree of incompatibility between phases (Section 5.2).358

To verify this in the current example, we need only show that359

√
Ū∞ +

√
B∞ ≥

√
V∞ (2.6)

holds for all values of σ2
0 , which governs the degree of uncongenality in this case. But it’s easy360

to see from (2.2) that the left-hand side of (2.6), as a function of σ2
0 , achieves its minimum when361

σ2
0 = 0. This minimum value is given by, using the fact 1 − f = n/N ,362

√
1 − f

N
+

f
√

N(1 − f)
=

1
√

N(1 − f)
=

1
√

n
, (2.7)

which is exactly the right-hand side of (2.6).363

2.2 Example 2: Hidden robustness—When analyst assumes more364

Here we assume that the complete data are two normal samples that actually can be treated as365

one. This fact is used by the analyst, but not by the imputer, who models each sample with its366

own mean. But both model classes contains God’s model as a sub-model, as depicted in Figure 1.367

Specifically, maintaining the notation Zcom and Zobs for complete data and observed data,368

respectively (and hence here Zcom = {Xcom, Ycom} and Zobs = {Xobs, Yobs}), we have369

• God’s Model: Xcom = {Xobs, Xmis} ≡ {(X1, . . . , Xnx), (Xnx+1, . . . , XNx)} and Ycom =370

{Yobs, Ymis} ≡ {(Y1, . . . , Yny ), (Yny+1, . . . , YNy )} with Xi
i.i.d.
∼ N(θ0, 1) and Yi

i.i.d.
∼ N(θ0, 1);371

the X sample and Y sample are independent, denoted by X⊥Y.372
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12 XIANCHAO XIE AND XIAO-LI MENG

Figure 1. The scenario where the imputer assumes less.

• Imputer’s Model: Xi
i.i.d.
∼ N(θx, 1) and Yi

i.i.d.
∼ N(θy, 1), and X ⊥ Y ; prior p(θx, θy) ∝ 1;

MIs are obtained as posterior predictive draws by sampling

θ̃x ∼ N(X̄nx , n−1
x ) and then X̃i|θ̃x

i.i.d.
∼ N(θ̃x, 1), for i = nx + 1, . . . , Nx;

θ̃y ∼ N(Ȳny , n−1
y ) and then Ỹi|θ̃y

i.i.d.
∼ N(θ̃y, 1), for i = ny + 1, . . . , Ny.

• Analyst’s Complete-data Procedure: Analyst’s underlying model: Xi
i.i.d.
∼ N(θ, 1) and373

Yi
i.i.d.
∼ N(θ, 1), and X⊥Y ; the corresponding procedure for inferring θ then is374

θ̂com = w(c)
x X̄Nx + w(c)

y ȲNy , V (θ̂com) ≡ Ū∞ =
1

N
, (2.8)

where N = Nx + Ny , w
(c)
x = Nx/N , and w

(c)
y = Ny/N.375

Given this setting, it is straightforward to verify that Rubin’s rules yield376

θ̄∞ = w(c)
x X̄nx + w(c)

y Ȳny and T∞ = Ū∞ + B∞ =
[w

(c)
x ]2

nx
+

[w
(c)
y ]2

ny
. (2.9)

But T∞ is exactly the variance of θ̄∞ (conditioning on nx and ny) so Rubin’s T∞ remains consis-377

tent for V (θ̄∞) even though the analyst’s model and the imputer’s model are uncongenial. The378

reason is that the analyst’s complete-data procedure provides the best possible answer under ei-379

ther the analyst’s model or the imputer’s model, a condition that is sufficient (but not necessary)380

for the validity of P∞ = [θ̄∞, T∞] (see Theorem 5 of Section 7).381

What are the consequences of being uncongenial then? From the standard paradigm per-382

spective, a negative consequence is that P∞ = [θ̄∞, T∞] given by (2.9) is not optimal in general,383

since the MLE for θ under the analyst’s model given Zobs is384

θ̂A
obs = w(o)

x X̄nx + w(o)
y Ȳny , (2.10)

where w
(o)
x = nx/n and w

(o)
y = ny/n. Clearly the variance of θ̂A

obs is 1/n (conditioning on the385

size n), smaller than T∞ except when w
(o)
x = w

(c)
x (and w

(o)
y = w

(c)
y ), in which case θ̄∞ = θ̂A

obs.386

The difference between θ̄∞ of (2.9) and θ̂A
obs of (2.10) lies in their weights. Using the complete-387

data proportion w
(c)
x is not as efficient as using the observed w

(o)
x when the analyst’s assumption388

of common mean holds. However, a positive consequence of not using this assumption is ro-389

bustness. When the assumption fails, θ̄∞ is still a consistent estimator of the overall mean of the390

combined population, but θ̂A
obs is not. This is a standard bias-variance tradeoff, with the twist that391

the robustness was built into MI, enjoyed by the analyst but without necessarily knowing it.392
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Indeed, from the multi-phase inference perspective, this hidden benefit of θ̄∞ may outweigh393

the gain in efficiency by θ̂A
obs. To see this, suppose an analyst wants to estimate the average394

income of Asian Americans in United States from a survey. Unknown to the analyst, both the395

income level and response probability depend substantially on US born versus foreign born,396

which is not provided, rendering consistent estimates of the average income impossible based on397

the observed responses alone. However, the nativity data are made available to the imputer, who398

therefore imputes the income levels for the two groups separately. Since (2.8) does not require399

nativity, the analyst can use Rubin’s rules to reach the valid inference (2.9) without ever knowing400

the nativity. Clearly, the fact that there could be a more efficient θ̂A
obs if the analyst were given401

the nativity information is irrelevant in this multi-phase inference setting. Such a separation of402

information is particularly important for preserving data confidentiality (e.g., Reiter (2009a, b)).403

In Section 7, we show that the phenomenon reported here is general. Under the scenario404

depicted by Figure 1, and the assumption that the analyst’s procedure is self-efficient (plus some405

regularity conditions), Rubin’s P∞ = [θ̄∞, T∞] is consistent. Furthermore, V (θ̄∞) ≥ V (θ̂A
obs)406

because the efficiency due to the analyst’s additional assumption is not used by the imputer, a407

necessary premium for the robustness built into the imputation. These results are obtained by an408

asymptotic decomposition of θ̄∞, as illustrated below.409

Let f = 1− n
N

and w
(m)
x = (Nx −nx)/(N −n) be the proportion of missing data that belong410

to the X sample, and w
(m)
y = 1 − w

(m)
x . Rubin’s θ̄∞ then can be re-written as411

θ̄∞ = (1 − f)
(
w(o)

x X̄nx + w(o)
y Ȳny

)
+ f

(
w(m)

x , w(m)
y

)
(

X̄nx

Ȳny

)

≡ (1 − F )θ̂A
obs + FKθ̂I

obs. (2.11)

Therefore, θ̄∞ is a weighted sum of two estimators: θ̂A
obs of (2.10)—the analyst’s observed-data es-412

timator, and Kθ̂I
obs—the projection of the imputer’s observed-data estimator, θ̂I

obs = (X̄nx , Ȳny )>.413

The role played by the projection matrix K = (w
(m)
x , w

(m)
y ) is crucial because θI and θA may live414

in different spaces. The weight is determined here by the fraction of missing information F , whose415

general expression will be given in Section 4.416

The decomposition in (2.11) can also be derived from the viewpoint of estimating equations417

(EEs). In this example, Rubin’s MI estimator θ̄∞ can be derived from EE418

hn(Zobs; θ) = un(Zobs; θ) + vn(Zobs; θ) = 0;

where un(Zobs; θ) = nxX̄nx + nyȲny − nθ , (2.12)

and vn(Zobs; θ) = (Nx − nx)X̄nx + (Ny − ny)Ȳny − (N − n)θ .

Here un(Zobs; θ) = 0 and vn(Zobs; θ) = 0 can be viewed as the analyst’s and imputer’s EEs be-419

cause they respectively yield θ̂A
obs and Kθ̂I

obs, as in (2.11). In Section 4, we show that this (asymp-420

totical) correspondence between estimator and EE decompositions is indeed general.421
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14 XIANCHAO XIE AND XIAO-LI MENG

2.3 Example 3: Super efficiency—When the imputer assumes more422

This example adopts the same God’s model as in Example 2, but with the imputer’s model and423

the analyst’s (embedding) model being switched, as depicted in Figure 2. Adopting the same

Figure 2. The scenario where the imputer assumes more.
424

notation as in Example 2, we have425

• God’s model: Xcom = {Xobs, Xmis} ≡ {(X1, . . . , Xnx), (Xnx+1, . . . , XNx)} and Ycom =426

{Yobs, Ymis} ≡ {(Y1, . . . , Yny ), (Yny+1, . . . , YNy )} with Xi
i.i.d.
∼ N(θ0, 1) and Yi

i.i.d.
∼ N(θ0, 1);427

and the two samples are independent.428

• Imputer’s Model: Xi
i.i.d.
∼ N(θ, 1) and independently Yi

i.i.d.
∼ N(θ, 1); prior p(θ) ∝ 1;429

multiple imputations are obtained as the posterior predictive draws by sampling430

θ̃|Zobs ∼ N(θ̂I
obs, n

−1), and then X̃i|θ̃
i.i.d
∼ N(θ̃, 1), Ỹi|θ̃

i.i.d
∼ N(θ̃, 1), (2.13)

where, as in Example 2, n = nx + ny , and431

θ̂I
obs = w(o)

x X̄nx + w(o)
y Ȳny . (2.14)

• Analyst’s Complete-data Procedure: Analyst’s underlying model: Xi
i.i.d.
∼ N(θx, 1) and432

independently Yi
i.i.d.
∼ N(θy, 1). The resulting complete-data procedure is433

θ̂A
com ≡

(
θ̂A

x,com

θ̂A
y,com

)

=

(
X̄Nx

ȲNy

)

, V (θ̂A
com) ≡ Ū∞ =

(
1

Nx
0

0 1
Ny

)

. (2.15)

Let fx = 1 − nx
Nx

and fy = 1 − ny

Ny
. Adopting other notations in Example 2, we have434

θ̄∞ =

(
(1 − fx)X̄nx + fxθ̂I

obs

(1 − fy)Ȳny + fy θ̂I
obs

)

, T∞ =




1−f2

x
nx

+
f2

x
n

fxfy

n

fxfy

n

1−f2
y

ny
+

f2
y

n



 . (2.16)

It can also be verified directly that the sampling variance of θ̄∞ is given by435

V∞ =

(
(1−fx)2

nx
+ fx(2−fx)

n

fx+fy−fxfy

n
fx+fy−fxfy

n

(1−fy)2

ny
+

fy(2−fy)

n

)

. (2.17)

Consequently, unless fx = fy = 0, Rubin’s T∞ has non-vanishing asymptotic bias436

Δn = n(T∞ − V∞) =




2fx(1 − fx)

(
1

nx
− 1

n

)
2fxfy − fx − fy

2fxfy − fx − fy 2fy(1 − fy)
(

1
ny

− 1
n

)



 . (2.18)
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However, the two diagonal entries in (2.18) are always non-negative, implying that for estimating437

individual components of θA = (θA
x , θA

y )>, Rubin’s T∞ is conservative and hence the actual con-438

verge is no less than the nominal coverage. However, the matrix Δn is not non-negative definite439

in general; e.g., when fx = 0, det(Δn) = −f2
y < 0, as long as the Y sample is not fully observed.440

From the standard paradigm perspective, this conservatism means that Rubin’s procedure441

is not optimal. However, from the perspective of multi-phase inference, this conservatism is in-442

evitable when the analyst complete-data procedure is derived without the benefit of the imputer’s443

extra information. In Example 2, adopting P∞ = [θ̄∞, T∞] makes it possible for the analyst to444

benefit from the robustness built into the MIs while only using a complete-data procedure. In the445

same vein, for the current example, adopting P∞ = [θ̄∞, T∞] permits the analyst to benefit from446

the extra efficiency built into the imputations without being aware of it.447

To see this clearly, we write θ̄∞ = (θ̂x,∞, θ̂y,∞)>, and let Tx,∞ and Ty,∞ be the diagonal448

elements of T∞ of (2.16). Consider the X component. Evidently, without MIs, the analyst’s449

estimator for θx will be X̄nx , with variance V (X̄nx) = n−1
x (conditioning on nx). Although Tx,∞450

overestimates V (θ̂x,∞), it is easy to verify from the expression of T∞ in (2.16) that451

V (X̄nx) − Tx,∞ = f2
x

(
1

nx
−

1

n

)

=
f2

xny

nnx
≥ 0, (2.19)

which is zero if and only if either fx = 0, no missing X’s, or ny = 0, no Y sample to help. The in-452

equality (2.19) implies that any (asymptotic) confidence interval estimator for θx based on the an-453

alyst’s observed-data procedure is inadmissible. For example, although (X̄nx −1.96n
−1/2
x , X̄nx +454

1.96n
−1/2
x ) has the correct 95% coverage, it is at least as wide as (θ̂x,∞ − 1.96T

1/2
x,∞, θ̂x,∞ +455

1.96T
1/2
x,∞) because of (2.19), yet the latter has at least 95% coverage because Tx,∞ ≥ V (θ̂x,∞).456

This seemingly paradoxical phenomenon is because θ̂x,∞ is more efficient than X̄nx , and the457

over-estimation by Tx,∞ for V (θ̂x,∞) still does not exceed the added variance in X̄nx compared458

with that of θ̂x,∞, i.e., V (X̄nx) − V (θ̂x,∞).459

Since the conservativeness result holds for individual components, shouldn’t it also hold for460

any linear combination of them? After all, we can always re-parameterize. To see why this is not461

the case, we write, analogous to (2.11),462

θ̄∞ =

(
(1 − fx)X̄nx + fxθ̂I

obs

(1 − fy)Ȳny + fy θ̂I
obs

)

≡ (I − F )θ̂A
obs + FKθ̂I

obs, (2.20)

where θ̂I
obs is given by (2.14), and463

F =

(
fx 0

0 fy

)

, K =

(
1

1

)

, θ̂A
obs =

(
X̄nx

Ȳny

)

. (2.21)

Again we find that θ̄∞ is a matrix weighted sum of θ̂A
obs, the analyst’s observed-data estimator and464

Kθ̂I
obs, a projection of the imputer’s observed-data estimator. As in Section 2.2, the decomposition465
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16 XIANCHAO XIE AND XIAO-LI MENG

(2.20) has its corresponding EEs for θ̄∞, θ̂A
obs and Kθ̂I

obs as466

hn(Zobs; θ) = un(Zobs; θ) + vn(Zobs; θ),

un(Zobs; θ) =

(
nxX̄nx − nxθ

nyȲny − nyθ

)

, (2.22)

vn(Zobs; θ) =

(
(Nx − nx)θI

obs − (Nx − nx)θ

(Ny − ny)θ̂I
obs − (Ny − ny)θ

)

.

Now consider a re-parametrization φ = Cθ under the analyst’s model, where C is a 2 × 2

matrix. From (2.20), unless F is proportional to the identity matrix, the matrices C and F (and

hence (I − F )) generally do not commute. Consequently, in general,

φ̄∞ = Cθ̄∞ 6= (I − F )Cθ̂A
obs + F [CKθ̂I

obs] = (I − F )φ̂A
obs + F [CKθ̂I

obs].

That is, the matrix-weighted decomposition is not invariant even to linear transformations.467

This lack of invariance reflects the inherent complexity of missing-data mechanism, which468

can easily affect different parameters differently. To illustrate, suppose the analyst’s estimand is469

φ = θx + θy . From (2.16), the Rubin’s MI estimator for φ is470

φ̂∞ = θ̂x,∞ + θ̂y,∞ = [(1 − fx)X̄nx + (1 − fy)Ȳny ] + (fx + fy)θ̂I
obs. (2.23)

Because the MLE under the analyst’s observed-data model is φ̂A
obs = X̄nx + Ȳny and under the471

imputer’s model is φ̂I
obs = 2θ̂I

obs with θI
obs given by (2.14), the different weights for X̄nx and Ȳny472

as seen in (2.23) make it impossible to express φ̂∞ of (2.23) as (1−F )φ̂A
obs +Fφ̂I

obs for some scalar473

quantity F , unless fx = fy (exactly or asymptotically). This impossibility is a consequence of the474

fact that, under the analyst’s complete-data model, pA(Zcom|Zobs; θx, θy) depends on both θx and θy ,475

unless fx = fy , in which case, trivially, it depends on φ only.476

Consequently, the bias in Rubin’s variance estimator for φ is not guaranteed to be non-477

negative. For example, in the simple case where fx = 0 and Nx = Ny/2 (i.e., the Y sample is478

twice as large as the X sample when both are fully observed), the asymptotic bias in Rubin’s479

variance estimator for φ is given by −fy . However, the variance estimator derived from using480

2T∞, 2~c>T∞~c, will serve as an upper bound for V (φ̂∞) = ~c>V∞~c, where ~c = (1, 1)>. This is481

because Δ̃∞ ≡ 2T∞ − V∞ is non-negative definite, since by (2.16)-(2.17) both diagonal elements482

of Δ̃∞ are bounded below by n−1 for n ≥ max{nx, ny}, yet the absolute value of its off-diagonal483

element is bounded above by n−1 because |fx + fy − 3fxfy| ≤ 1 for all 0 ≤ fx, fy ≤ 1.484

Compounded by the issue of uncongenality, which typically implies that the imputer’s485

model and analyst’s (embedding) model have different (nuisance) parameters, greater caution486

is therefore in order when generalizing univariate results to multivariate ones. In what follows,487

we exercise such caution by carefully laying out key assumptions and regularity conditions, al-488

though for greater statistical insights, we do not strive for the weakest possible technical condi-489

tions. Nor do we claim all the technical derivations or results are really new. Indeed, a few of the490

results below can be obtained via direct asymptotic calculations (e.g., Robins and Wang (2000)).491

We adopt the decomposing approach because it permits us to gain deeper, and newer, theoretical492

insights on how different phases contribute to the final results.493
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3 A General Decomposition of Estimating Equations494

The general decomposition result in this section is instrumental to our understanding of Rubin’s495

MI inference as an integration of the knowledge of the imputer and the analyst. As illustrated496

by (2.11) and (2.20), the key here is to express an estimator as a matrix-weighted combination497

of two relevant estimators. For example, a complete data procedure can be written as the sum498

of a (projected) marginal procedure based on the observed data and a (residual) conditional one499

based on the missing data given the observed. Such decompositions are essential for studying500

multi-phase inferences because they explicate the impacts from different phases.501

Let Z be a generic notation for the data we have and502

hn(Z; θ) = 0 (3.1)

be the d-dimensional EE we adopt, where θ ∈ Θ ⊂ Rd, and n is a deterministic index of the503

information in Z under our posited assumptions such that it is (probabilistically) meaningful to504

postulate limiting behavior (e.g., consistency) when n is permitted to grow indefinitely. We can505

view the EE in (3.1) as having been properly normalized by a positive sequence {an, n ≥ 1} such506

that its derivative with respect to θ is proportional to n asymptotically – see Definition 1 below507

for a precise statement. (Due to space limitation, we omit discussion of the vast related literature508

on EEs, other than mentioning a very readable overview article by Desmond (1997).)509

Now suppose for hn(Z; θ) we have the decomposition510

hn(Z; θ) = un(Z; θ) + vn(Z; θ) , (3.2)

where un(Z; θ) and vn(Z; θ) are also EEs, as in (2.12) and (2.22). It is logical to expect a certain511

relationship, at least asymptotically, among the three corresponding roots. To rigorously establish512

this relationship, we need notation and (standard) regularity conditions. Hereafter, EG (similarly513

“V G” and “CovG”) denotes an expectation with respect to God’s model. Since God’s model does514

not involve any unknown parameter (to God), the “true value” θ0 below refers to the value of515

our model parameter θ such that f(Z|θ0) coincides with God’s model. For simplicity, we adopt516

the L2 norm for vectors and matrices, and the shorthand ∂
∂θ

f(θ0) for ∂
∂θ

f(θ)|θ=θ0 .517

Definition 1 Second-Order Regularity (SOR). We say an EE gn(Z; θ) = 0 satisfies Weak SOR if518

(i) gn(Z; θ) is twice differentiable with respect to θ for any given Z;519

(ii) Asymptotically gn(Z; θ) is unbiased, EG[gn(z; θ0)] = o(
√

n), and it has the unique root θ̂g , which520

is
√

n-consistent,
√

n‖θ̂g − θ0‖ = Op(1), where θ0 is the true value of θ;521

(iii) There exists a finite Jg(θ0) satisfying (almost surely)522

lim
n→∞

−
1

n

∂

∂θ
gn(Z; θ0) = lim

n→∞
−

1

n
EG

[
∂

∂θ
gn(Z; θ0)

]

= Jg(θ0),

where Jg(θ0) is continuous at θ0 and its determinant satisfies 0 < |Jg(θ0)| < ∞.523
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(iv) There exist some ε > 0 and Mn(Z) such that EG[Mn(Z)] < K for some K < ∞ and524

∥
∥
∥
∥

∂2

∂θ2
gn(Z; θ)

∥
∥
∥
∥ ≤ nMn(Z) for any θ such that ||θ − θ0|| ≤ ε.

We say gn satisfies SOR if in addition to (i)-(iv), the following hold:525

(v) There exists some ε > 0 and M < ∞ such that EG
[√

n‖θ̂g − θ0‖
]2+ε

< M for any n.526

(vi) There exists some ε > 0 and M < ∞ such that EG [‖gn(Z; θ)‖/
√

n]
2+ε

< M for any n.527

The following lemma links the EE and its root, and serves as a building block for Theorem 1,528

which provides our key decomposition result. (All proofs are given in the on-line Appendix I.)529

Lemma 1 If an EE gn(Z; θ) = 0 satisfies Weak SOR, then we have for its root θ̂g ,530

Rn ,
√

n
[(

θ̂g − θ0

)
− [nJg(θ0)]

−1 gn(Z; θ0)
]

p
→ 0. (3.3)

If it also satisfies SOR, then Rn
L2

→ 0.531

Theorem 1 Assume EEs hn(Z; θ), un(Z; θ) and vn(Z; θ) all satisfy Weak SOR and532

hn(Z; θ) = un(Z; θ) + vn(Z; θ) .

Then their corresponding roots θ̂h, θ̂u, and θ̂v obey the asymptotic relationship533

Dn ,
√

n
[
θ̂h −

(
(I − F )θ̂u + F θ̂v

)]
p
→ 0,

where F = Jh(θ0)
−1Jv(θ0) is the “fraction of information” contained in vn(Z; θ). If in addition all three534

EEs satisfy SOR, then Dn
L2

→ 0.535

Here the fraction of information contained in vn reduces to the conventional fraction of miss-536

ing information in the context of EM algorithm when hn is the complete-data score function and537

un is the observe-data score function (and hence vn = hn −un captures the missing information).538

There are circumstances where un(Z; θ) and vn(Z; θ) are (asymptotically) orthogonal, re-539

sulting in θ̂u and θ̂v being uncorrelated. One important class is captured below.540

Corollary 1 Suppose that un(Z; θ) and vn(Z; θ) in Theorem 1 have the form un(Z; θ) = un(Z1; θ) and541

vn(Z; θ) = vn(Z1, Z2; θ), where542

EG[vn(Z1, Z2; θ0)|Z1] = 0 . (3.4)

Then CovG(θ̂u, θ̂v) = o
(
n−1

)
. In particular, θ̂v is asymptotically uncorrelated with any consistent543

estimator θ̂u(Z1) such that
√

n(θ̂u(Z1) − θ0) converges in L2 to a mean-zero variable.544
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An important application has θ̂A
com(Zcom) as the root of an EE defined by SA(Zcom; θ):545

hA
n (Zcom; θ) ≡ SA(Zcom; θ) = 0. (3.5)

We can then write hA
n (Zcom; θ) as the sum of the two EEs546

uA
n (Zobs; θ) = EA

[
SA(Zcom; θ)|Zobs; θ

]
and (3.6)

vA
n (Zcom; θ) = SA(Zcom; θ) − EA

[
SA(Zcom; θ)|Zobs; θ

]
. (3.7)

The roots corresponding to hA
n = 0, uA

n = 0 and vA
n = 0 are respectively denoted by θ̂A

com(Zcom),547

θ̂A
obs(Zobs) and θ̂A

mis(Zcom). Theorem 1 then allows us to write548

θ̂A
com(Zcom) = (I − F A)θ̂A

obs(Zobs) + F Aθ̂A
mis(Zcom) + RA

n /
√

n, (3.8)

where RA
n

L2

→ 0, and F A is given by Theorem 1 with all its ingredients specified by the two terms549

given in (3.6)-(3.7). Corollary 1 then tells us that asymptotically θ̂A
obs(Zobs) and θ̂A

mis(Zcom) are550

uncorrelated because (3.4) follows from (3.6)-(3.7). Consequently551

V G(θ̂A
com) = (I − F A)V G(θ̂A

obs)(I − F A)> + F AV G(θ̂A
mis)(F

A)> + o
(
n−1) , (3.9)

a decomposition that plays an important role in Section 5. When SA(Zcom; θ) is a complete-data552

score function, uA
n (Zobs; θ) of (3.6) is simply the observed-data score function SA(Zobs; θ) because553

of the Fisher identity EA[SA(Zcom; θ)|Zobs; θ] = SA(Zobs; θ), the key identity underlying the EM554

algorithm—see Meng and van Dyk (1997). Clearly (3.4) then follows.555

4 Application of the Key Decomposition to MI Inference556

4.1 A theoretical setup and simplification557

In order to apply the general decomposition result in Section 3 to study Rubin’s MI inference, we558

need to adopt a theoretical simplification. Specifically, consider two ways of imputation.559

(i) Posterior Predictive: Draw θ̃ from the posterior distribution pI(θ|Zobs) and then draw the560

predictive value Z̃mis of Zmis from pI(Zmis|Zobs; θ̃).561

(ii) Plug-in Predictive: Draw the predictive value Z̃mis of Zmis from the “plug-in” distribution562

pI(Zmis|Zobs; θ̂
I
obs), where θ̂I

obs is the imputer’s estimator of θ (e.g., MLE).563

In general the proper way of performing MI is to use (i), whereas draws from (ii) generally564

lead to under-dispersion, as discussed in Kim (2011). However, for theoretical studies of the565

point-estimator θ̄∞ (but not for its variance estimator T∞), (i) and (ii) are equivalent under the566

usual regularity conditions that ensure Bayesian and likelihood inferences are asymptotically567

equivalent. Regardless of how imputations are drawn, there are (at least) two ways to form θ̄∞.568
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(a) Averaging Estimators: Compute individual estimators θ̂(`) and then take the average:569

θ̄∞ = lim
m→∞

1

m

m∑

`=1

θ̂(`) = EI [θ̂A(Z̃com)] .

(b) Averaging EEs: Form the average EE first and then compute θ̄∞ as its root:570

0 = EI [SA(Z̃com; θ)] = lim
m→∞

1

m

m∑

`=1

SA(Z̃(`)
com; θ).

Rubin’s rules adopt (a), but (b) is easier for applying the decomposition result in Section 3.571

Averaging Estimates Averaging EEs

Posterior Predictive θ̄
(11)
∞ θ̄

(12)
∞

Plug-in Predictive θ̄
(21)
∞ θ̄

(22)
∞

572

Table 1: Four different multiple imputation estimators.573

In a nutshell, by crossing (i)-(ii) with (a)-(b), we have four ways of constructing θ̄∞, as sum-574

marized in Table 1. Rubin’s (1987) original proposal is θ̄
(11)
∞ , but Wang and Robins (1998) and575

Robins and Wang (2000) considered the estimator from the following EE576

EI [SA(Z̃com; θ)|Zobs; θ̂
I
obs] = 0 , (4.1)

which is θ̄
(22)
∞ in Table 1. They argued that their estimator is asymptotically the same as θ̄

(11)
∞577

Indeed, all four estimators in Table 1 are asymptotically equivalent under suitable regularity con-578

ditions, especially the assumption that SOR is preserved when God’s Zcom in SA(Zcom; θ) = 0579

is replaced by the “completed-data” Z̃com (similar to the ”Super God” perspective in Section 1.3)580

which is from p(Zobs|θ0)p(Z̃mis|Zobs; θ̂
I
obs). This assumption (apparently new) reflects the in-581

tuition that in order for the MI inference to be valid, the imputed data must capture enough582

probabilistic properties of the actual unobserved data. Under these assumptions, the asymptotic583

equivalence of all estimators in Table 1 is proved in Appendix I; we thus can use a generic θ̄∞.584

To apply Theorem 1, we write585

hn(Zobs; θ) = un(Zobs; θ) + vn(Zobs; θ), (4.2)

where586

hn(Zobs; θ) = EI
[
SA(Zobs, Z̃mis; θ)

∣
∣
∣Zobs; θ̂

I
obs

]
, (4.3)

un(Zobs; θ) = EA
[
SA(Zobs, Zmis; θ) |Zobs; θ

]
, (4.4)

vn(Zobs; θ) = EI
[
SA(Zobs, Z̃mis; θ)|Zobs; θ̂

I
obs

]
−EA

[
SA(Zobs, Zmis; θ)|Zobs; θ

]
, (4.5)

assuming all expectations are well defined (but see Section 7.2 for a counterexample). As with587

(3.6), solving un(Z; θ) = 0 is interpreted as the analyst’s observed-data procedure, the projection588
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of the analyst’s complete-data procedure onto the observed-data space under the analyst’s (embed-589

ding) model. The vn(Z; θ) term, in contrast to the vA
n term defined in (3.7), is more complicated590

because it depends on both the analyst’s model and the imputer’s model. However, as Theo-591

rem 3 below will show, its root can be interpreted as a projection of the imputer’s observed-data592

estimator θ̂I
obs onto the analyst’s parameter space. This is particularly clear from the regression593

example presented in Section 8.3, and more fully in the on-line Appendix II.594

4.2 Key results on integrating the imputer’s and analyst’s knowledge595

With the setup in Section 4.1, we now present our key result.596

Theorem 2 Let hn(Zobs; θ), un(Zobs; θ), and vn(Zobs; θ) be the EEs defined in (4.2)-(4.5) and θ̄∞, θ̂A
obs,597

and θ̂H
obs, be their corresponding roots. Assuming that the three EEs satisfy SOR, we have598

√
n
[
θ̄∞ −

(
(I − F )θ̂A

obs + F θ̂H
obs

)]
L2

→ 0, (4.6)

where F is the “fraction of missing information” given by599

F = Icom(θ0)
−1Imis(θ0) = [Iobs(θ0) + Imis(θ0)]

−1 Imis(θ0), (4.7)

with Icom(θ0) = Jh(θ0), Imis(θ0) = Jv(θ0) and Iobs(θ0) = Ju(θ0), where the J matrix is provided in600

condition (iii) of Definition 1.601

Unlike in (3.8), the decomposition in Theorem 2 is not orthogonal. Indeed, here both θ̂H
obs602

and θ̂A
obs are functions of Zobs only and they are inherently dependent, where the superscript H603

stands for hybrid because θ̂H
obs is based on both the imputer’s model and the analyst’s (embedding)604

model. When the same parametric model is used by the analyst and the imputer and both adopt605

the MLE approach, it is easy to see that θ̂I
obs is also a root of vn(Zobs; θ) = 0. Consequently, given606

our assumption that the root is unique, θ̂H
obs = θ̂I

obs = θ̂A
obs and hence the decomposition reduces607

to the congenial case where θ̄∞ = θ̂A
obs. This is also expected from the perspective of the EM608

algorithm, because under congeniality, performing MI with an infinite number of imputations609

(and with the “plug-in” predictive imputation) is the same as carrying out the final EM iteration.610

Theorem 2 would be sufficient if our goal were merely to derive the asymptotic variance of611

θ̄∞. (In fact the asymptotic variance can be derived directly as in Wang and Robins (1998) and612

Robins and Wang (2000)). However, to study Rubin’s T∞ of (1.2), we need to understand how613

the imputer’s knowledge enters into θ̂H
obs. This turns out to be a challenging task, with several614

subtleties. For example, there is not necessarily a direct link between θA and θI ; both the imputer615

and the analyst are free to adopt whatever serves their purposes, especially when they do not616

share knowledge. Nevertheless, θA and θI can be linked indirectly through moments of the data,617

or more generally common distributional summaries (e.g., percentiles) or even the entire predic-618

tive distribution under each model. For example, suppose the analyst’s interest is a population619

mean, expressible via EA(Z|θA) ≡ μA(θA). If under the imputer’s model, EI(Z|θI) ≡ μI(θI) is620

also well defined, then μA(θA) = μI(θI) serves as a natural map between θA and θI .621
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Clearly any single map is not always one-to-one, and in general there are infinitely many622

such maps by equating EA[g(Z)|θA] = EI [g(Z)|θI ] and varying g. How to construct a suitable623

set of maps will depend on the objective of the study. Here we raise the issue of mapping to help624

to understand the following theorem, which will link θ̂H
obs, an estimator of θA, to θ̂I

obs, an estimator625

of θI . The link below is linear because we have assumed both θA and θI are of continuous type626

living in Euclidian spaces, and we are concerned only with asymptotical results for which the627

usual linearization via Taylor expansion takes place. Generalizations to other type of parameters,628

such as discrete ones arising in model selection, are open problems.629

Theorem 3 Under regularity conditions stated in the proof (see Appendix I), we have630

√
n
[
(θ̂H

obs − θA
0 ) − K(θ̂I

obs − θI
0)
]

L2

→ 0,

where K is a projection matrix given by631

K = [IA
mis(θ

A
0 )]−1 × lim

n→∞

1

n
EG

[

vA
n (Zcom; θA

0 )

{
∂

∂θI
log pI(Zmis|Zobs; θ

I
0)

}>
]

,

with IA
mis(θ

A
0 ) = Jvn(θA

0 ) and vA
n (Zcom; θA) is given by (3.7).632

4.3 Results for nested cases and a subtlety633

When θA and θI measure the same population quantity, one may expect the “link matrix” K in634

Theorem 3 to be the identity matrix. This turns out to be false in general, owing to a subtle issue635

in defining the meaning of “measuring the same population quantity”—do we mean the exact636

value used in God’s data-generating distribution or more generally the “population parameter”,637

for which the actual value used by God is only one realization?638

To see why this distinction matters, consider an example where God’s model is N(0, 1) and639

the imputer’s model is N(μ, 1). However, the analyst’s procedure is640

SA(Zcom; μ) =
∑

i

(Z3
i − μ) = 0. (4.8)

Hence μ̂H
obs = Z̄3

obs +3Z̄obs and μ̂I
obs = Z̄obs, implying

√
n
[
(μ̂H

obs − μ0) − 3(μ̂I
obs − μ0)

] p
→ 0 when641

the true value μ0 = 0. Here, the projection matrix K is 3 instead of 1.642

The problem here is that the analyst’s procedure is valid only when μ0 = 0. Had God used643

a slightly different μ0, it would fail to lead to a consistent estimator. The real estimand in (4.8)644

should be θ ≡ θ(μ) = μ3 + 3μ = E(Z3), even though θ(μ) = μ when μ = 0. For θ, it is easy to645

verify that θ̂H
obs = Z̄3

obs + 3Z̄obs = θ̂I
obs, and therefore trivially

√
n
[
(θ̂H

obs − θ0) − (θ̂I
obs − θ0)

]
p
→ 0646

regardless of the actual value of θ0, restoring the projection matrix K for θ to be 1.647

This seemingly contrived example reveals an important issue for studying multi-phase in-648

ference — it may be insufficient to assume that models at all phases are correctly specified, by which649

we typically mean that they are all consistent with the God’s model that generates our current650
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data. For features of the models we declare to be the same, we may need to assume that “same-651

ness” holds even when God’s model is somewhat perturbed from the one that generates the our652

data. Such assumptions are implicit in many asymptotic studies under the standard paradigm653

(e.g., regularity conditions imposed in an ε-neighbor of the true value), but for multi-phase infer-654

ences, they may play more critical roles than serving merely as “technical regularities”.655

For many applications, it is possible to construct a class of distributions indexed by a vector656

parameter θ̆ ∈ Θ̆ such that both the analyst’s (embedding) model and the imputer’s model are657

subclasses of F = {fθ̆(Z) : θ̆ ∈ Θ̆} in the sense that both θA and θI are sub-vectors of θ̆. Thus658

the analyst’s parameter space and the imputer’s one can be divided into a trichotomy: (i) the659

overlapping part θI∩A, which may be empty; (ii) the leftover part for the imputer: θI\A; and (iii)660

the leftover part for the analyst: θA\I . By imposing essentially a “smooth transition” condition on661

the imputation model with respect to the overlapping θI∩A, we can ensure a broader “sameness”662

for estimating θI∩A, and hence avoid the complications demonstrated by the example above.663

Definition 2 Imputation Validity Under Perturbation. Let ṽ(Zobs; θ
I∩A, θA\I , θI\A) be the projec-664

tion of the analyst’s EE (3.7) under the imputer’s model,665

ṽ(Zobs; θ
I∩A, θA\I , θI\A) ≡ EI

[
vA

n (Zcom; {θI∩A, θA\I}) | Zobs; {θ
I∩A, θI\A}

]
. (4.9)

We say the imputation model pI(Ỹmis|Zobs; θ
I) is valid under perturbation with respect to the analyst’s666

complete-data (second-order regular) EE SA(Zcom; θA) = 0 if there exists an ε > 0 such that for all θI∩A
667

satisfying ||θI∩A − θI∩A
0 || ≤ ε, we have668

ṽ(Zobs; θ
I∩A, θ

A\I
0 , θ

I\A
0 ) = op(n1/2) and

∂ṽ(Zobs; θ
I∩A, θ

A\I
0 , θ

I\A
0 )

∂θI∩A
= op(n),

where the subscript “0” on any parameter indicates its true value.669

We can now simplify the matrix K in Theorem 3 when the parameter spaces are nested.670

Corollary 2 Assuming the imputation model is valid under perturbation, then under the regularity con-671

ditions of Theorem 3, we have672

(1) If θI is a sub-parameter of θA, then K = [II ,0]> , where II is the identity matrix with dimension673

corresponding to θI .674

(2) If θA is a sub-parameter of θI , then K = [IA, B], where IA is the identity matrix with dimension675

corresponding to θA and676

B = [IA
mis(θ

A
0 )]−1 × lim

n→∞

1

n
EG

[

vA
n (Zcom; θA

0 )

{
∂

∂θI\A
log pI(Zmis|Zobs; θ

I
0)

}>
]

.

5 Biases in and Bounds on MI Variance Estimators677

In a nutshell, the developments in Section 3 and Section 4—especially (3.8), Theorem 2, and The-678

orem 3—give us two key asymptotic decompositions:679

θ̂A
com − θA

0 = (I − F A)(θ̂A
obs − θA

0 ) + F A(θ̂A
mis − θA

0 ) and (5.1)
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680

θ̄∞ − θA
0 = (I − F )(θ̂A

obs − θA
0 ) + FK(θ̂I

obs − θI
0), (5.2)

with all the quantities as previously defined. In particular, θ̂A
mis is asymptotically uncorrelated681

with either θ̂A
obs or θ̂I

obs. These two decompositions apparently employ different measures of682

fraction of missing information, i.e., the F A used in (3.8) and the F of (4.7). They differ in the683

definition of Imis(θ0) = Jv(θ0) (see (4.7)) because F uses the vn defined by (4.5) but F A uses684

the vA
n of (3.7). However, a closer inspection of (4.5) and (3.7) reveals that the difference, for685

calculating Imis, is only in the two (limiting) expectations of the same partial derivative,686

lim
n→∞

1

n
EG

[
∂

∂θ
SA(Zcom; θ0)

]

versus lim
n→∞

1

n
EG

[

EI

(
∂

∂θ
SA(Zcom; θ0)

∣
∣
∣Zobs; θ̂

I
obs

)]

. (5.3)

But under mild regularity conditions, the θ̂I
obs in the second expectation can be replaced by its687

limiting value θ0 without affecting the limiting expectation. It follows that the limits in (5.3) are688

actually the same and therefore we will use F and F A interchangeably.689

Decomposition (5.2) allows us to derive the asymptotic variance of θ̄∞, and the two decom-690

positions also permit us to understand and measure the bias in Rubin’s T∞, as shown below.691

5.1 Bias in Rubin’s variance estimator under uncongeniality692

To apply (5.2), we need a stronger condition than SOR to ensure that the asymptotic variance of693

θ̄∞ is the variance of its asymptotic distribution.694

Definition 3 Strong SOR. We say the estimating equation (3.1) satisfies Strong SOR if in addition to695

the SOR conditions given in Definition 1, we have696

(vii) The estimator θ̂g is asymptotically normally distributed as697

√
n(θ̂g − θ0)

L2

→ N(0, Vg),

where698

Vg = lim
n→∞

J−1
g (θ0) ×

[
V G(gn(Y ; θ0))

n

]

×
[
J−1

g (θ0)
]>

.

This assumption guarantees the following result, first obtained by Robins and Wang (2000).699

Corollary 3 Under Strong SOR, the asymptotic variance of θ̄∞ is given by700

V∞ = (I−F )V A
obs(I−F>)+FKV I

obsK
>F>+(I−F )CA,I

obs K>F>+FK(CA,I
obs )>(I−F>)+o

(
n−1)

with V A
obs, V I

obs and CA,I
obs being the asymptotic variances of θ̂A

obs and of θ̂I
obs, and their covariance.701

The potential bias of Rubin’s T∞ = Ū∞ + B∞ is then best understood by expressing θ̄∞ =702

θ̂A
com + (θ̄∞ − θ̂A

com). It follows that703

V∞ ≡ V G(θ̄∞) = V G(θ̂A
com) + V G(θ̄∞ − θ̂A

com) − D∞ − D>
∞, (5.4)
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where D∞ = CovG(θ̂A
com, θ̂A

com − θ̄∞). Under the congeniality assumption (I)-(II) of Section 1.2,704

D∞ vanishes, Ū∞ and B∞ are, respectively, consistent estimators of V G(θ̂A
com) and V G(θ̄∞ −705

θ̂A
com), and hence Rubin’s T∞ = Ū∞ + B∞ is consistent for V G(θ̄∞).706

Under uncongeniality, the consistency of either Ū∞ or B∞ is unaffected, as discussed below.707

However, the cross term D∞ is no longer negligible as n → ∞ because the orthogonality under-708

lying “Total Variance = Within Variance + Between Variance” is destroyed by uncongeniality, as709

emphasized by Kott (1995). We can therefore adopt D∞, or better, the correlation (matrix)710

Cun = CorrG(θ̂A
com, θ̂A

com − θ̄∞) (5.5)

as a measure of uncongeniality with respect to estimand θ; see Section 8.2.711

Intuitively, the consistency of Ū∞ remains under uncongeniality because Ū∞ is the average712

of the analyst’s complete-data variance estimator, denoted by UA(Zcom), calculated on each im-713

puted data set. Therefore, as long as UA(Zcom) is consistent for V (θ̂A(Zcom)) in the sense that714

UA(Zcom) = V (θ̂A(Zcom))+op(N−1), and that the imputer’s model is correctly specified (which715

we always assume, but see Section 8.4), the consistency of Ū∞ follows under mild regularity716

conditions. In addition, the decomposition (3.8) implies that717

Ū∞ = (I − F )V A
obs(I − F )> + FV A

misF
> + op

(
n−1) , (5.6)

where V A
obs and V A

mis denote respectively V G(θ̂A
obs) and V G(θ̂A

mis).718

Connecting B∞ with V G(θ̄∞− θ̂A
com) is a bit more involved because this is where we cannot719

use the approximation based on the plug-in predictive imputation, which would lead to under-720

dispersion in the imputation value. But for its intended estimand, V G(θ̄∞ − θ̂A
com), (5.1) and (5.2)721

together imply that (asymptotically)722

θ̄∞ − θ̂A
com = FKθ̂I

obs − F θ̂A
mis − F [KθI

0 − θA
0 ]. (5.7)

Because θ̂I
obs and θ̂A

mis are asymptotically orthogonal, a consequence of Corollary 1, we have723

V G(θ̄∞ − θ̂A
com) = FKV I

obsK
>F> + FV A

misF
> + o

(
n−1) , (5.8)

where V I
obs = V G(θ̂I

obs). The consistency of B∞ is then established by proving that asymptotically724

the two terms on the righthand side of (5.8) correspond to the two steps in the construction of B∞:725

the posterior draw of θ based on the imputation model and the imputed missing values given the726

draw θ; see Appendix I for details.727

Given the consistency of both Ū∞ and B∞ under uncongeniality, assessing the bias in T∞728

amounts to calculating the D∞ term in (5.4). Using the fact that θ̂A
mis is asymptotically uncorre-729

lated with both θ̂I
obs and θ̂A

obs (again because of Corollary 1), we have730

D∞ = FV A
misF

> − (I − F )CA,I
obs K>F>, (5.9)

where CA,I
obs = CovG(θ̂A

obs, θ̂
I
obs). The bias in T∞ for estimating V∞ is then given by731

T∞ − V∞ = D∞ + D>
∞ + op

(
n−1) . (5.10)
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5.2 A standard error combining rule under multi-phase paradigm732

Evidently, the bias given in (5.10) is essentially impossible to eliminate in practice without further733

knowledge/assumptions about the nature of the uncongeniality. Requiring the analyst to inves-734

tigate such issues would largely defeat the main purpose of MI, that is, to permit the analyst to735

reach valid inferences without having to deal with the missing data problem. The central ques-736

tion then is that, given {θ̄∞, U∞, B∞} only, is it still possible to produce a statistical procedure737

that enjoys some validity regardless of the degree of uncongeniality? The answer is no if we insist738

on validity as defined by consistent variance estimators, as demonstrated previously. However,739

as discussed in Meng (1994) and Rubin (1996), in the context of constructing confidence intervals,740

confidence validity permits the actual coverage to exceed the nominal level (Neyman (1937)), and741

hence a conservative variance is accordingly acceptable.742

Accepting such confidence validity, we can obtain a simple procedure that is valid for θ of743

any dimension—we simply double Rubin’s variance estimator T∞, which has a similar flavor as744

doubling the variance in Copas and Eguchi (2005) to deal with model mis-specification. To see745

this, we note that (5.6) and (5.8), respectively, imply746

(I − F )V A
obs(I − F )> ≤ Ū∞ and FKV I

obsK
>F> ≤ B∞ (5.11)

where ≤ is defined such that A ≤ B for two squared matrices if B − A is non-negative definite.747

Using (5.11) and the simple fact that V (X + Y ) ≤ 2[V (X) + V (Y )], we have748

V∞ = V G(θ̄∞) = V G
(
(I − F )θ̂A

obs + FKθ̂I
obs

)
≤ 2(Ū∞ + B∞) = 2T∞ . (5.12)

To illustrate, consider again Example 1, where749

Ū∞(σ2
0) =

1

N

[
(1 − f) + fσ2

0

]
and B∞(σ2

0) =
f

N

[
f

1 − f
+ σ2

0

]

. (5.13)

From (2.3), T∞ over-estimates (under-estimates) V∞ = n−1 if and only if σ2
0 > 1 (σ2

0 < 1).750

Because both Ū∞(σ2
0) and B∞(σ2

0) are monotone increasing functions of σ2
0 , whenever T∞(σ2

0) =751

Ū∞(σ2
0) + B∞(σ2

0) overestimates, the amount of overestimation is unbounded as σ2
0 increases.752

However, whenever T∞(σ2
0) underestimates, T∞(σ2

0) ≤ V∞ ≤ 2T∞(σ2
0), and hence the normal753

confidence interval using 2T∞ with nominal coverage 95% will have coverage between 95% and754

99.5%, the latter corresponding to 1.96
√

2 = 2.77 standard deviations. This is a general result for755

doubling T∞ whenever it under-estimates.756

In the case of scalar estimands, we can reduce the conservativeness in (5.12). Specifically,757

suppose our estimand is φ = cθA ,where c is a row vector (hence θA can be of any dimension) .758

Using the (scalar) inequality V (X + Y ) ≤ [
√

V (X) +
√

V (Y )]2, we have759

V φ
∞ ≡ V (cθ̄∞) ≤

[√
cŪ∞c> +

√
cB∞c>

]2
≡

[√
Ūφ

∞ +

√
Bφ

∞

]2
, (5.14)

which gives a tighter bound than (5.12).760
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These results lead to extremely simple procedures for MI under uncongeniality with a finite761

number of imputations, m. The “doubling-variance” rule (5.12) simply replaces Tm of (1.1) by762

2Tm. For the “Combining-Standard-Errors” rule for univariate Tm, we let763

T̃m =
(√

Ūm +
√

Bm

)2

+
1

m
Bm (5.15)

and substitute T̃m for Tm in MI inference. Because the orthogonal ANOVA decomposition V (θ̄m) =764

V (θ̄m − θ̄∞)+V (θ̄∞) holds regardless of uncongeniality (due to the fact that EI(θ̄m|Zobs) = θ̄∞),765

we need only to add the Bm/m term to the finite-m counterpart of (5.14) in order to take into766

account the Monte Carlo error. However, the right-hand side of (5.15) is bounded above by767

(
√

Ūm +
√

(1 + m−1) Bm)2, hence it is acceptable to take square root of the two terms in Ru-768

bin’s original variance rule (1.1) when forming the standard error combining rule. But (5.15) is769

shaper, especially when the fraction of missing information is low.770

Although doubling variance or adding up standard errors may be viewed as extremely con-771

servative under the “God-versus-me” paradigm, we emphasize that under the multi-phase infer-772

ence paradigm it is likely to be a necessary premium to insure us against the unknown degrees of773

uncongeniality. Of course, more research is needed to investigate the general properties of these774

bounds, especially their effect on estimating fractions of missing information.775

6 Self-efficiency and Strong Efficiency776

Example 1 demonstrates the need to regulate the analyst’s complete-data procedure in order to777

avoid the seemingly counter-intuitive phenomena that more data actually lead to less efficient778

estimators. Further demonstrations are given in the on-line Appendix III, as well as in Meng779

and Xie (2014). Such phenomena have been discussed in the literature, e.g., Chernoff (1983);780

Meng (2001, 2005), but their negative consequences are particularly pronounced for multi-phase781

inferences. Actually, we need to regulate the procedure further to prevent other counter-intuitive782

phenomena from happening, the idea of which is captured by the notion of self-efficiency (Meng783

(1994)) defined in terms Mean Squared Error (MSE), recast below for θ of arbitrary dimension.784

Definition 4 Self-Efficiency. Let Zcom be a data set and Zobs be a subset of Zcom created by a selec-785

tion mechanism. An estimation procedure θ̂(∙) for θ is said to be self-efficient (with respect to the selection786

mechanism) if, for any λ ∈ (−∞,∞), θ̂com dominates λθ̂obs + (1 − λ)θ̂com in terms of MSE.787

This concept of comparing two estimators can be generalized to the following notion.788

Definition 5 Strong Efficiency. Suppose two estimators θ̂u and θ̂v of the same θ are
√

n-consistent789

in L2, and their covariance is well defined. We say that θ̂u is (asymptotically) strongly more efficient than790

θ̂v , denoted as θ̂u � θ̂v , if the orthogonality relationship θ̂u ⊥ (θ̂v − θ̂u) holds asymptotically,791

CovG(θ̂u, θ̂v − θ̂u) = o
(
n−1) . (6.1)
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When θ̂u is an estimator of a sub-vector of θ, θ̂u � θ̂v is to be understood as (θ̂u, θ
v\u
0 )> � θ̂v ,792

where θ
v\u
0 is the true value of the part of θ that is estimated by θ̂v , but not by θ̂u.793

Given this definition, self-efficiency amounts to requiring θ̂com be strongly more efficient794

than θ̂obs, when both of them are
√

n-consistent in L2 . Strong efficiency is also closely related795

to Rao-Blackwellization. If θ̂u is a Rao-Blackwellized θ̂v , E(θ̂v|S) = θ̂u, where S is a (correctly796

specified) sufficient statistic, then θ̂u must be strongly more efficient than θ̂v , because EG(θ̂uθ̂v) =797

EG[E(θ̂v|S)E(θ̂v|S)] implies CovG(θ̂u, θ̂v − θ̂u) = 0. Conversely, letting D = θ̂v − θ̂u, we see that798

if the delta method is applicable to linearize EG(D|θ̂u) as a function of θ̂u, then (6.1) implies799

V [EG(D|θ̂u)] ≡ Cov[D, EG(D|θ̂u)] = o(n−1). Consequently, EG(θ̂v|θ̂u) = c+ θ̂u +op(n−1/2), for800

some constance c, which must be zero when both θ̂u and θ̂v are
√

n-consistent in L2. Therefore,801

θ̂u can be viewed as a Rao-Blackwellization of θ̂v with θ̂u itself serving as the “sufficient statistic”.802

It is in this sense we say θ̂u is strongly more efficient than θ̂v . We remark that strong efficiency is803

not a total ordering and can even be non-transitive. Nevertheless, as we will show in Section 7, it804

is a useful concept for Rubin’s MI inference under uncongeniality.805

One subtlety in formulating self-efficiency lies in the definition of θ̂obs. A principled method806

such as MLE or Bayesian analysis is applicable for all data patterns. However, for an arbitrary807

complete-data procedure, it is generally unclear what the corresponding procedure would be when808

the data are incomplete. In fact, mathematically speaking, the notation θ̂(∙) in Definition 4 is809

ambiguous because of the varying dimension of its argument while moving from Zcom to Zobs.810

When an analyst adopts an EE SA(Zcom; θ) = 0, the corresponding observed-data EE can811

be defined as its projection812

SA(Zobs; θ) ≡ EA[SA(Zcom; θ)|Zobs; θ] = 0. (6.2)

Caution is needed in defining this projection when there is a nuisance parameter ξ, in which813

case (6.2) may not be a meaningful EE for θ because the projection EA[SA(Zcom; θ)|Zobs; θ, ξ] can814

depend on ξ. This can cause problems; see Section 7.2.815

As expected, a fully efficient procedure such as an MLE or a Bayes estimator is self-efficient,816

under the assumption that no new information is introduced to the missing-data mechanism that817

can improve the complete-data estimators (Rubin (1976)). Self-efficiency is a weaker requirement,818

as we will show shortly. Nevertheless, as Example 1 demonstrates, self-efficiency does exclude819

certain seemingly ideal estimators.820

The orthogonality between θ̂com and θ̂obs−θ̂com as rendered by self-efficiency plays a critical821

role in establishing some general theoretical results in Section 7. The following result is particu-822

larly useful in building insights regarding the behavior of T∞.823

Lemma 2 Assume the analyst’s procedure is self-efficient. Then824

2FV A
misF

> = (I − F )V A
obsF

> + FV A
obs(I − F )> + o

(
n−1) . (6.3)

Consequently, (5.9) is simplified to825

D∞ = (I − F )
[
V A

obs − CA,I
obs K>

]
F>. (6.4)
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Thus, T∞ is (asymptotically) unbiased if and only if (assuming F and I − F are of full rank)826

V A
obs = CA,I

obs K> + op

(
n−1) . (6.5)

The proof of this lemma relies on the following characterization of EEs that produce self-827

efficient estimators. For simplicity below, we write EG(a) = EG[a(Y ; θ0)].828

Theorem 4 Suppose a complete-data estimator θ̂com is given by hcom(Zcom; θ) = 0, and the observed-829

data estimator θ̂obs is given by hobs(Zobs; θ) = 0, and that both hcom(Zcom; θ) and hobs(Zobs; θ) satisfy830

SOR. Then the corresponding estimating procedure is self-efficient (asymptotically) if and only if831

[

EG

(
∂hobs

∂θ

)]−1

EG
(
hobsh

>
com

)
=

[

EG

(
∂hcom

∂θ

)]−1

EG
(
hcomh>

com

)
+ o(1), (6.6)

where all h functions and their derivatives are evaluated at θ = θ0.832

The following is a class of EEs that satisfies (6.6), yet it does not necessarily lead to fully833

efficient estimators. Let Zcom = (Y1, . . . , YN ) be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables and Zobs =834

(Y1, . . . , Yn). Choose h such that the EEs835

hobs(Zobs; θ) =
n∑

i=1

h(Yi; θ) and hcom(Zcom; θ) =
N∑

i=1

h(Yi; θ) (6.7)

satisfy SOR. An additional property the EEs in (6.7) enjoy is that EG[hobs(hcom − hobs)
>] = 0.836

The following corollary gives a characterization of self-efficient EEs in such cases.837

Corollary 4 If in addition to the conditions stated in Theorem 4, we have that838

[

EG

(
∂hobs

∂θ

)]−1

EG
[
hobs(hcom − hobs)

>
]

= o(1) ,

then the corresponding estimating procedure is self-efficient (asymptotically) if and only if839

[

EG

(
∂hobs

∂θ

)]−1

EG
(
hobsh

>
obs

)
=

[

EG

(
∂hcom

∂θ

)]−1

EG
(
hcomh>

com

)
+ o(1) . (6.8)

When we adopt MLEs, the above equality can be shown by noticing that840

[

E

(
∂hobs

∂θ

)]−1

E
(
hobsh

>
obs

)
= I =

[

E

(
∂hcom

∂θ

)]−1

E
(
hcomh>

com

)
, (6.9)

where I is the identity matrix, because of the familiar second Bartlett identity for likelihood. In841

(6.9) the expectation operator E is with respect to the same class of models that underlies the842

likelihood, and hence it does not have the superscript G on it. Therefore, we can view (6.8) and,843

more generally, (6.6), as generalizations of the second Bartlett identity for EEs, when we replace844

their EG operator by E. The value of Theorem 4 is that it provides a practical way to construct,845

identify, and verify self-efficient estimation procedures.846
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7 General Behavior of Rubin’s Variance Combining Rule847

In this section we first establish a necessary and sufficient condition for the consistency of Rubin’s848

variance estimator. We then investigate two contrasting scenarios: (i) the analyst’s estimator849

dominates the imputer’s in terms of strong efficiency, θ̂A
obs � θ̂I

obs, (ii) the imputer’s estimator850

dominates the analyst’s, θ̂I
obs � θ̂A

obs. Given these scenarios and assuming self-efficiency of the851

analyst’s procedure, we identify circumstances where Rubin’s variance estimator is consistent or852

conservative. The validity of Theorem 5 relies on that of the previous theorems and corollaries,853

whose regularity conditions are needed but not repeated below for brevity.854

Theorem 5 The MI variance estimator T∞ is consistent for V∞ if and only if θ̂A
com � θ̄∞.855

The proof of this result requires the regularity conditions for Theorem 2 and (5.10), but the856

intuitive argument is rather immediate. By definition, θ̂A
com is (asymptotically) strongly more857

efficient than θ̄∞ if and only if we can write (asymptotically)858

V∞ = V G(θ̄∞) = V G(θ̂A
com) + V G(θ̄∞ − θ̂A

com). (7.1)

But as discussed in Section 5.1, the two terms on the right-hand side of (7.1) are consistently859

estimated, respectively, by Ū∞ and by B∞, hence the consistency of T∞.860

Whereas technically verifying θ̂A
com � θ̄∞ typically is no easier than directly verifying the861

consistency of T∞, Theorem 5 leads to an important insight. It establishes that if the analyst uses862

fully efficient complete-data estimators, such as MLE, then T∞ will be consistent as long as the im-863

puter’s model does not bring in “secret information” unused in forming the analyst’s complete-864

data estimator (e.g., such as the imputer’s information on equal means in Example 3). This result865

therefore provides a concrete two-part practical guideline: (A) the analyst should adopt a fully866

efficient estimator (under the analyst’s model) as much as is possible, and (B) the imputer should867

employ an imputation model that is as saturated as feasible. Point (B) has been well empha-868

sized throughout the MI literature (e.g., Rubin (1987, 1996), and Meng (1994)), but point (A) has869

received much less emphasis.870

This imbalance seems to be due to the desire to allow users the complete freedom to apply871

their favorite methods to the imputed data sets. Just as in other cases of robustness and efficiency872

trade-off, there is a price to be paid for this “applicability robustness”, namely, the potential bias873

in T∞. However, in the context of variance estimation, it is often acceptable or even preferable to874

have a certain degree of over-estimation as a way to mitigate the negative effect from the usual875

tendency of under-assessing the overall uncertainty (e.g., due to model uncertainty). Somewhat876

remarkably, as demonstrated below, as long as the analyst’s procedure is self-efficient, T∞ has a877

tendency to overestimate rather than to underestimate. The rationale for invoking self-efficiency878

has been discussed previously, but its relevance can also be seen in Theorem 5, which obviously879

is applicable in the special case of congeniality. However, under congeniality, θ̄∞ = θ̂A
obs, and880

hence θ̂A
com � θ̄∞ is the same as requiring the analyst’s procedure to be self-efficient.881
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7.1 The scenario where the analyst assumes more than the imputer882

Moving beyond the congenial case, we first discuss the circumstance in which the analyst makes883

more assumptions than the imputer so that θ̂A
obs � θ̂I

obs. This occurs, for example, when the an-884

alyst’s model is nested within the imputer’s, and both parties adopt the MLE approach. In such885

cases, θA is a sub-parameter of θI , and hence θ̂A
obs � θ̂I

obs is understood as having {θ̂A
obs, θ

I/A
0 }886

dominate θ̂I
obs, as discussed before. Theorem 6 below states that if in addition the analyst’s pro-887

cedure is self-efficient, then Rubin’s T∞ is consistent and hence confidence proper. At the same888

time, because the additional (correct) information assumed by the analyst is unknown/unknowable889

to the imputer, the MI estimator θ̄∞ cannot be more efficient than the analyst’s estimator based890

directly on the observed data, θ̂A
obs (e.g., the observed-data MLE). Again, the validity of Lemma 3891

and Theorem 6 requires the (unlisted) conditions underlying the previous results.892

Lemma 3 θ̂A
obs � θ̂I

obs implies θ̂A
obs � θ̂H

obs.893

Theorem 6 Assuming that θ̂A
obs � θ̂I

obs, we have894

(i) Rubin’s variance estimator T∞ is consistent if the analyst’s procedure is self-efficient.895

(ii) The MI estimator θ̄∞ cannot be more efficient than θ̂A
obs, V∞ ≥ V A

obs.896

This result provides a general theoretical guarantee of the “hidden robustness” phenomenon897

illustrated in Section 2.2. Because strong efficiency is about orthogonality, the geometric insight898

for (i) of Theorem 6 is as follows. First, Theorem 1 allows us to place the relevant estimators in a899

Euclidean space as in Figure 3. Second, respectively, Corollary 1, Lemma 3 and the self-efficiency900

of θ̂A
com imply (1), (2) and (3) below, leading to901

(1) (θ̂A
obs − θ̂H

obs) ⊥ θ̂A
mis

(2) (θ̂A
obs − θ̂H

obs) ⊥ θ̂A
obs

}

⇒ (θ̂A
obs − θ̂H

obs) ⊥ θ̂A
com

(3) θ̂A
com � θ̂A

obs ⇒(θ̂A
obs − θ̂A

com) ⊥ θ̂A
com






⇒ Span{θ̂A
obs − θ̂H

obs, θ̂
A
obs − θ̂A

com} ⊥ θ̂A
com .

Thus, θ̂A
com is perpendicular to the plane formed by the three dashed lines in Figure 3. It is then902

clear that θ̂A
com � θ̄∞, implying that T∞ is consistent because of Theorem 5.903

7.2 The scenario where the imputer assumes more than the analyst904

Next we assume θ̂I
obs � θ̂A

obs. This holds, for example, when both analyst and imputer adopt905

MLEs, but with the imputer’s model being a sub-model of the analyst’s. Unlike in Theorem 6,906

which guarantees that T∞ is consistent, here we can only guarantee that it is conservative, and907

even this less precise result is obtained under the restrictive assumption that the fraction of miss-908

ing information is the same for all parameters.909

Theorem 7 Assuming that θ̂I
obs � θ̂A

obs, we have the following asymptotical results.910
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Figure 3. A geometric interpretation for Theorem 6.

(i) The MI estimator θ̄∞ is no less efficient than the analyst’s estimator θ̂A
obs, V∞ ≤ V A

obs.911

(ii) If we also assume the analyst’s procedure is self-efficient, then T∞ ≤ V A
obs.912

(iii) In addition to these conditions, if the fraction of missing information matrix F defined in (4.7) is913

proportional to an identity matrix, then T∞ is conservative, V∞ ≤ T∞.914

Theorem 7 provides a theoretical backbone for the “super efficiency” phenomenon illus-915

trated in Example 3 . There is, however, a subtlety in applying Theorem 7 to that example,916

because the F there is generally not proportional to the identity matrix I2 when we consider917

θ = (θx, θy)> as the analyst’s parameter. However, we can apply Theorem 7 to θx and θy sep-918

arately because the un(Zobs; θ) of (4.4) can be decomposed into two “self-contained” projections919

for estimating θx and θy individually:920

EA [S(Zcom; θ)|Zobs; θ] =






EA [S(Zcom; θx)|Zobs; θx]

EA [S(Zcom; θy)|Zobs; θy]




 =






EA
[
X̄nx − θx

∣
∣Xobs; θx]

EA
[
Ȳny − θy

∣
∣Yobs; θy]




 .

(7.2)

However, for φ = θx + θy , the complete-data EE is921

SA(Xcom, Ycom; φ) = X̄Nx + ȲNy − φ = 0, (7.3)

for which the “self-contained” projection EA[SA(Xcom, Ycom; φ)|Xcom, Ycom, φ] does not exist un-922

der the analyst’s model, because when fx 6= fy , the required conditional expectation will depend923

on individual values of θx and θy . Hence, Theorem 7 is inapplicable.924

Technically, one may be tempted to get around this problem by re-defining the projection in925

(4.4)-(4.5), replacing the EA operator by a projection that is consistent with God’s model. Recall926

for Example 3, God’s model assumes θx = θy and hence both of them equal to φ/2. Using such a927

projection, E, we have928

E[SA(Xcom, Ycom; φ)|Xobs, Yobs; φ] =
nxX̄nx + (Nx − nx)φ/2

Nx
+

nyȲny + (Ny − ny)φ/2

Ny
− φ,
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which, upon being set to zero, leads to the observed-data estimator929

φ̂obs =
2[(1 − fx)X̄nx + (1 − fy)Ȳny ]

(1 − fx) + (1 − fy)
. (7.4)

This re-definition of (4.4)-(4.5) however does not solve but only postpones our problem.930

This is because the “self-efficiency” condition φ̂com � φ̂obs no longer holds whenever fx 6= fy .931

We must put “self-efficiency” in quotes here because the construction of φ̂obs violates the spirit932

of the original formulation of self-efficiency, since the derivation of (7.4) has used the imputer’s933

knowledge θx = θy , unavailable to the analyst. This also explains that, although φ̂com is the MLE934

of φ under the analyst’s model, it does not dominate φ̂obs precisely because φ̂com is not the MLE935

under the additional assumption that θx = θy.936

The proportionality assumption in (iii) of Theorem 7 holds when the missing data are miss-937

ing completely at random (MCAR; see Rubin (1976)) in the regression example given in Appendix938

II. Exploring such connections in general is one of many open problems that are worth investi-939

gating. Even though this assumption appears to be rather restrictive, it is only a sufficient instead940

of necessary condition.941

8 Subtleties and Open Problems942

The results reported so far have helped us to decipher the complex behavior of Rubin’s MI943

inference under uncongeniality, providing a valuable exploration of the multi-phase inference944

paradigm. Nevertheless, our expedition into the uncongenial forest has encountered several945

“subtlety traps.” We share some stories here in hoping to entice readers to join our adventure.946

8.1 Example 4: Complications with multi-phase inference947

In discussing Theorem 5, we made a point that self-efficiency is a sufficient and necessary condi-948

tion for T∞ to be consistent under congeniality. However, neither self-efficiency nor congeniality949

is a necessary condition for T∞ to be consistent in general, because the lack of self-efficiency can950

be somehow compensated by uncongeniality. To demonstrate this “two wrongs make a right”951

complexity of multi-phase inference, we follow the setting of Example 1 but replace N(θ, σ2) by952

Laplace L(θ, τ) : p(y|θ, τ) = 1
2τ

exp (−|y − θ|/τ).953

• God’s Model: Zobs = (Y1, . . . , Yn) with Yi
i.i.d.
∼ L(θ0, 1) for i = 1, . . . , n, and Zmis =954

(Yn+1, . . . , YN ) with Yi
i.i.d.
∼ L(θ0, τ0) for i = n + 1, . . . , N .955

• Imputer’s Model: Yi
i.i.d.
∼ L(θ, 1) for i = 1, . . . , n and Yi

i.i.d.
∼ L(θ, τ0) for i = n +956

1, . . . , N ; prior p(θ) ∝ 1; MI draws are obtained by first sampling θ̃ from p(θ|Zobs) ∝957

exp
(
−
∑n

i=1 |yi − θ|
)
, and then sampling Ỹi

i.i.d.
∼ L(θ̃, τ0) for i = n+1, . . . , N. For asymp-958

totic calculations, we use p(θ|Zobs) ≈ N(Y(n/2), n
−1), where Y(n/2) is the median of {Y1, . . . , Yn},959

which is the MLE of θ under L(θ, τ).960
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• Analyst’s Complete-data Procedure: θ̂A
com = ȲN and V̂ A

com = V̂ (θ̂A
com) = 1

N
S2

N .961

As in Example 1, the analyst’s procedure is not self-efficient whenever τ0 6= 1. Nor could962

it be congenial to the imputer’s model because the MLE of θ is the sample median, which is not963

asymptotically equivalent to the sample mean. We thus have θ̂A
obs = Ȳn , θ̂I

obs = θ̂H
obs = Y(n/2),964

and θ̄∞ = (1 − f)θ̂A
obs + fKθ̂I

obs with f = (N − n)/N and K = 1, verifying Theorems 2 and 3.965

Because here θ̂I
obs is the MLE under the correct model, we have θ̂I

obs � θ̂A
obs, in the realm of966

Theorem 7. To verify its (i), we note the variance of L(θ, τ) is 2τ2, and hence V A
obs = V G(Ȳn) =967

2/n. For V∞ ≡ V G(θ̄∞), the expression of θ̄∞ above implies that asymptotically968

V∞ =
1

n
[1 + (1 − f)2] ≤

2

n
= V A

obs. (8.1)

Formula (8.1) verifies (i) of Theorem 7, and it also shows that the efficiency of θ̄∞ is an increasing969

function of the fraction of missing data f for fixed n. This is no surprise because as f increases,970

the percentage (f) of the imputer’s θ̂I
obs = Y(n/2) in θ̄∞ increases while the percentage (1 − f) of971

the doubly more variable θ̂A
obs = Ȳn decreases, effectively reducing the impact of a defect in θ̂com.972

Because the first two-moment calculations of N(θ, σ2) and L(θ, τ) are identical once we973

equate σ2 = 2τ2, we can obtain the current T∞ from (2.2), after substituting 1 by 2 for the variance974

of any observed Yi’s and σ2
0 by 2τ2

0 for any unobserved Yi’s; that is,975

T∞ = Ū∞ + B∞ =
1

N

[
2(1 − f) + 2fτ2

0

]
+

f

N

[
f

1 − f
+ 2τ2

0

]

. (8.2)

From (8.1)-(8.2), simple algebra yields976

n(V A
obs − T∞) = f2 + 4f(1 − f)(1 − τ2

0 ); (8.3)

n(T∞ − V∞) = 2f(1 − f)(2τ2
0 − 1). (8.4)

Therefore, without further conditions on τ2
0 , the conclusion is that neither (ii) nor (iii) of Theo-977

rem 7 can hold. However, (ii) of Theorem 7 also assumes that the analyst’s procedure is self-978

efficient, which means τ2
0 = 1 in the current case. But when τ2

0 = 1, (8.3) and (8.4) are non-979

negative, verifying both (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 7. Also, as expected and following a similar980

inequality as in (2.7), the inequality (2.6) is verified directly, demonstrating again its applicability.981

Less expected is that when τ2
0 = 1/2, T∞ = V∞ even though τ2

0 = 1/2 corresponds to nei-982

ther self-efficiency nor congeniality. We do not have an insight why τ2
0 = 1/2 is special, other than983

the observation that τ2
0 = 1/2 leads to the posterior predictive variance 1 + n−1 (asymptotically),984

the same as that under congeniality for the normal setting in Example 1. It seems to suggest an985

“effective” congeniality of some sort, though currently we are unable to ascertain what it is.986

8.2 Measuring uncongeniality and the use of partial knowledge987

Since in practical situations, the analysis model happens to be congenial to the imputer’s model988

is an event with very small (zero?) probability, the central question of interest is not much about989
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detecting whether uncongenality has occurred (it has!), but rather to what degree. The Example990

4 above indicates that measuring uncongeniality is both an important and challenging task, even991

for a univariate estimand (which we assume here).992

For Example 4, the uncongeniality index (for estimating θ) defined in (5.5) is given by (due993

to (8.2) and (8.4))994

Cun =
η

√
2−f

f
+ η
√

1
1−f

+ η
, where η = 2τ2

0 − 1. (8.5)

We see that as τ2
0 varies from 0 to ∞, η varies from −1 to ∞ , and Cun moves monotonically from995

−1/
√

2 to 1. Here we can use Cun to index the degree of the bias in Rubin’s variance combining996

rule, as well as our standard error combining rule (5.15) (with m = ∞). In general, (5.4)-(5.5) and997

the consistency of Ū∞ and B∞ imply that asymptotically we have998

V∞ = Ū∞ + B∞ − 2Cun

√
Ū∞B∞ = T∞ − 2Cun

√
Ū∞B∞. (8.6)

Therefore, as long as Cun ≥ 0, Rubin’s T∞ will overestimate V∞, with Cun = 1 indexing the most999

extreme overestimation, for then T∞ reaches the lower bound of V∞ given by1000

(
√

Ū∞ −
√

B∞)2 ≤ V∞ ≤ (
√

Ū∞ +
√

B∞)2. (8.7)

Similarly, when Cun < 0, T∞ underestimates with Cun = −1 representing the extreme bias,1001

although in the case of (8.5), the upper bound in (8.7) is unreachable because Cun ≥ −1/
√

2.1002

This example indicates the possibility for the analyst to derive a lower (or upper) bound1003

on Cun by examining extreme cases of uncongeniality without full knowledge of the imputer’s1004

model. Here bounds are derived using only the trivial knowledge that 0 ≤ σ2
0 < ∞ (in addition1005

to the form of Cun). Such partial knowledge can help to reduce the confidence over-coverage.1006

Knowing Cun > Cmin permits us to replace our standard error combining rule by1007

S̃∞ =
[
Ū∞ + B∞ − 2Cmin

√
Ū∞B∞

]1/2

= R
(√

Ū∞ +
√

B∞

)
(8.8)

where1008

R =

[

1 −
1 + Cmin

2
γ

]1/2

with γ =
4
√

Ū∞B∞
(√

Ū∞ +
√

B∞

)2 (8.9)

is a deflation factor on the over-estimation (for the worst possible scenario) by the standard error

combining rule. Because γ ∈ [0, 1], R ∈ [0, 1]. For our current example, we can show that for a

given f , γ reaches its maximal possible value 1 when τ2
0 → ∞, but its minimal possible value is

bounded away from zero, as it is achieved when τ2
0 = 0, yielding

γmin = 4
√

2

[√

2
1 − f

f
+

√
f

1 − f

]−2

.

Consequently, recalling Cmin = −1/
√

2 , we see for any given f1009

[
1 +

√
2

2
√

2

] 1
2

=

[
1 − Cmin

2

] 1
2

≤ R ≤

[

1 −
1 + Cmin

2
γmin

] 1
2

=

[

1 −

√
2 − 1

2
√

2
γmin

] 1
2

. (8.10)
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Therefore, when, say, f = 1/3, γmin = 0.772, leading to 0.924 ≤ R ≤ 0.942.1010

This calculation demonstrates a stability of an apparently very conservative rule, seeing1011

how close R is to 1. This is not to suggest extrapolation (from a toy example) but rather explo-1012

ration. We need to explore general methods for estimating the degree of uncongeniality, how1013

such estimates can be used with (8.8), how the finite number of imputation enters the picture,1014

etc. Another practical issue needs be addressed is how conservativeness in variance estimation1015

affects our estimates of fraction of missing information, which is a key part in deriving approx-1016

imate distributions for confidence intervals and hypothesis testing; see, for example, Li, Meng,1017

Raghunathan and Rubin (1991); Li, Raghunathan, and Rubin (1991), Meng and Rubin (1992),1018

Barnard and Rubin (1999).1019

8.3 Difficulties with non-nested cases1020

Our theoretical results, up to Section 6, do not require any assumption about the relationship1021

between the imputer’s model and analysis model. However, we have not been able to obtain1022

theoretical results that can render statistical acumen, such as those given in Section 7, without1023

making assumptions about this relationship. This is particularly frustrating for us, because strong1024

efficiency is a strong condition, albeit in cases of nested models, it is often satisfied, as in Examples1025

2-3. (But Example 4 shows that model nesting is not a necessary condition for strong efficiency1026

dominance.) Here we present a simple case of non-nested models to illustrate the difficulties.1027

Consider a regression setting Y = X1θ1 + X2θ2 + ε with ε ∼ N(0, IN ), where the covari-1028

ates X are fully observed but the response Y is missing at random (MAR), i.e., the missing-data1029

mechanism can depend on X but not on Y itself. Without loss of generality, we write1030

Y1 : X1,1 X1,2

...
...

...

Yn : Xn,1 Xn,2





Xobs;

? : Xn+1,1 Xn+1,2

...
...

...

? : XN,1 XN,2





Xmis

where ”?” indicates that the value is missing. That is, only n of {Yi, i = 1, . . . , N} are observed.1031

Assume that God’s model here is the null model, with both θ1 and θ2 are zero, whereas the1032

analyst sets θ2 = 0 and θA = θ1, but the imputer adopts θ1 = 0 and θI = θ2. The estimators1033

θ̂A
obs and θ̂I

obs are taken to be the least square estimator under the corresponding model. Because1034

we assume MAR, the plug-in predictive imputation model is simply the linear regression model1035

Y = XI
misθ̂

I
obs + ε, and hence the averaged/projected estimating equation is1036

(
n∑

i=1

xi,1yi +
N∑

i=n+1

xi,1xi,2θ̂
I
obs

)

−

(
N∑

i=1

x2
i,1

)

θA = 0 ,

which can be decomposed as1037

[(
n∑

i=1

xi,1yi

)

−

(
n∑

i=1

x2
i,1

)

θA

]

+

[(
N∑

i=n+1

xi,1xi,2θ̂
I
obs

)

−

(
N∑

i=n+1

x2
i,1

)

θA

]

= 0.
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The corresponding decomposition of θ̄∞ is θ̄∞ = (1 − f)θ̂A
obs + fKθ̂I

obs where

f =

N∑

i=n+1

x2
i,1

N∑

i=1

x2
i,1

and K =

N∑

i=n+1

xi,1xi,2

N∑

i=n+1

x2
i,1

,

which verifies Theorems 2 and 3. Clearly f is the fraction of missing information under the1038

analyst’s model because it is the same as 1− [V (θ̂A
com)/V (θ̂A

obs)], the relative loss of precision (the1039

reciprocal of variance) due to missing Y ’s. And K is the project coefficient from θI to θA because1040

it is the regression coefficient estimator, β̂
(2,1)
mis , from regressing X2 on X1 using these units with1041

missing Y ′s. To evaluate the bias of T∞, simple algebra yields1042

T∞ − V∞ = 2f(1 − f)







(
n∑

i=1

x2
i,1

)−1

− K

n∑

i=1

xi,1xi,2

n∑

i=1

x2
i,1

(
n∑

i=1

x2
i,2

)−1





 (8.11)

= 2f(1 − f)[V G(θ̂A
obs) − β̂

(2,1)
mis β̂

(2,1)
obs V G(θ̂I

obs)], (8.12)

where β̂
(2,1)
obs is the counterpart of β̂

(2,1)
mis but it is based on those units where Y is observed. This1043

verifies (5.10), but it is less clear how to use it to generate practical advice for either the im-1044

puter or analyst. But it does imply that in the case X1 and X2 are uncorrelated either among1045

the sub-population where Y ’s is observed (β̂(2,1)
obs = 0) or where it is missing (β̂(2,1)

mis = 0), Ru-1046

bin’s T∞ will be conservative. This suggests that the confidence validity results in Section 7 can1047

be generalized to the non-nested cases under additional conditions, but currently it is not clear1048

what these conditions are other than the tautological ones such as directly assuming V G(θ̂A
obs) ≥1049

β̂
(2,1)
obs β̂

(2,1)
mis V G(θ̂I

obs). In contrast, as shown in Appendix II using a general regression setting, for1050

nested models, we will have either T∞ − V∞ = 0 (when the covariates used in analysis model1051

form a subset of those used in the imputation model) or T∞ − V∞ ≥ 0 (when the covariates used1052

in imputer’s model is a subset of those used in the analysis model and when the fraction of miss-1053

ing information is the same for all components of Y ), verifying the general results in Section 7.1054

8.4 Ultimate challenges1055

An even harder problem is to obtain general results when the imputer and/or the analyst have1056

misspecified their models. Our intuition says that in general the resulting MI inference would be1057

invalid. However, as discussed in Section 2.2, one case in which our results continue to hold in1058

the presence of model mis-specification lies in a slight twist of Example 2. Specifically, if God’s1059

model in Example 2 is changed to have different population means in the two groups, even1060

though the analyst’s model then becomes mis-specified, all the derivations there remain valid as1061

long as the analyst’s parameter of interest is the overall population mean. On the other hand,1062

defects in the imputation model may cause great damage, as they can affect any subsequence1063

analysis, as emphasized in Section 1.3. But how do we quantify or even formulate this intuition?1064
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Furthermore, what conditions do we need in order to capture the type of scenarios suggested by1065

Example 4 when σ2
0 = 1/2, two or more mis-specifications may somehow cancel each other?1066

Finally, all such questions are relevant for general multi-phase inferences. Defects incurred1067

in earlier phases may cause more damages, just as problems caused by the data collection phase1068

are usually harder to deal with than problems in the analysis phase, especially when some of1069

those phases are “irreversible”. Indeed, the question of “what to keep” has been much discussed1070

and debated in the rapidly growing literature on data curation (e.g., Borgman (2010); Edwards, et.1071

al., (2011)). Currently there is little participation of statisticians in such discussions. We venture1072

that the lack of statisticians’ participation is partially due to the fact that our current “God-versus-1073

me” paradigm is inadequate to address many critical problems in that emerging literature. We1074

believe the multi-phase inference paradigm would allow us to be a part of the dialogues that1075

can directly affect “scientific standards and reliability” because “we really are thinking about1076

the same problem from different perspectives!” (Borgman, personal communication). Indeed,1077

Blocker and Meng (2013) were able to make some headway in formulating a class of preprocess-1078

ing theory under the multi-phase perspective, but clearly that was a small step. In general, as1079

argued in Meng (2014), multi-phase inference, is one of the three large classes of problems with1080

increasing frequencies and urgency in this age of Big Data (the other two being multi-resolution1081

inference and multi-source inference) and, as such, much more need to be done and can be done. So1082

please join us!1083
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Supplementary materials1164

9 Appendix I: Technical Proofs1165

Proof of Lemma 1: Whereas we believe this lemma is a standard result and similar arguments1166

have been invoked in many papers (e.g., Copas and Eguchi (2005)), we are unable to find a direct1167

reference and hence provide a proof for completeness. To simplify notation, we assume θ to be1168

scalar. By Taylor expanding 0 = gn(Z, θ̂g) around θ0, we have1169

0 = gn(Z; θ0) + g′
n(Z, θ0)(θ̂g − θ0) +

1

2
g′′

n(Z, θ∗)(θ̂g − θ0)
2

with θ∗ lying between θ0 and θ̂g . Dividing both sides by g′
n(Z, θ0) (assuming it is not zero) yields1170

(θ̂g − θ0) +
gn(Z; θ0)

g′
n(Z, θ0)

= −
1

2n

g′′
n(Z, θ∗)/n

g′
n(Z, θ0)/n

×
(√

n(θ̂g − θ0)
)2

.

The regularity conditions (ii), (iii), and (iv) of Definition 1 together then imply1171

√
n

(

θ̂g − θ0 +
gn(Z; θ0)

g′
n(Z, θ0)

)

= Op

(
1
√

n

)

. (9.1)

Noting
√

n(θ̂g − θ0) = Op(1), we know1172

√
ngn(Z; θ0)

g′
n(Z, θ0)

= Op(1)

which, together with (iii) in Definition 1, implies1173

√
ngn(Z; θ0)

g′
n(Z, θ0)

(

−
g′

n(Z, θ0)

nJg(θ0)
− 1

)
p
→ 0. (9.2)

Adding (9.1) and (9.2), we then have1174

Rn =
√

n

[

(θ̂g − θ0) −
gn(Z; θ0)

nJg(θ0)

]
p
→ 0 .

To prove convergence in L2, since conditions (v) and (vi) imply that
[√

n(θ̂g − θ0)
]2

and
[

gn(Z;θ0)√
nJg(θ0)

]2
1175

are uniformly integrable, so is R2
n . Hence R2

n
p
→ 0 implies Rn

L2

→ 0. 21176

1177

Proof of Theorem 1: For simplicity, assume θ to be scalar. From Lemma 1 and our assumption1178

that the three EEs satisfy SOR, we know1179

Rh
n =

√
n

[(
θ̂h − θ0

)
−

hn(Z; θ0)

nJh(θ0)

]
p
→ 0

Ru
n =

√
n

[(
θ̂u − θ0

)
−

un(Z; θ0)

nJu(θ0)

]
p
→ 0

Rv
n =

√
n

[(
θ̂v − θ0

)
−

vn(Z; θ0)

nJv(θ0)

]
p
→ 0 .
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1180

hn(Z; θ) = un(Z; θ) + vn(Z; θ) and Jh(θ0) = Ju(θ0) + Jv(θ0) .

With some simple manipulations, we obtain

√
n
[
(θ̂h − θ0) −

(
(I − F )(θ̂u − θ0) + F (θ̂v − θ0)

)]
=
[
Rh

n − ((I − F )Ru
n + FRv

n)
]

p
→ 0.

If the three EEs also satisfy condition (v) and (vi), the remainder terms Rh
n, Ru

n, and Rv
n are then1181

known to converge to zero in L2, which implies1182

√
n
[
θ̂h −

(
(I − F )θ̂u + F θ̂v

)]
L2

→ 0 . 2

Proof of Corollary 1: From the properties of conditional expectations and the assumption1183

EG(vn(Z1, Z2; θ0)|Z1) = 0, we have1184

CovG(un(Z; θ0), vn(Z; θ0)) = EG(un(Z; θ0)vn(Z; θ0))

= EG(EG(un(Z1; θ0))vn(Z1, Z2; θ0)|Z1)) = EG(un(Z1; θ0)E
G(vn(Z1, Z2; θ0)|Z1)) = 0 .

From SOR and Lemma 1, we have1185

θ̂u = θ0 +
un(Z; θ0)

nJu(θ0)
+

Ru
n√
n

θ̂v = θ0 +
vn(Z; θ0)

nJv(θ0)
+

Rv
n√
n

with Ru
n

L2

→ 0 and Rv
n

L2

→ 0, implying V G(un(Z; θ0)) = O(n), V G(vn(Z; θ0)) = O(n) and1186

CovG(θ̂u, θ̂v) = CovG

(
un(Z; θ0)

nJu(θ0)
+

Ru
n√
n

,
vn(Z; θ0)

nJv(θ0)
+

Rv
n√
n

)

= CovG

(
un(Z; θ0)

nJu(θ0)
,
Rv

n√
n

)

+ CovG

(
Ru

n√
n

,
vn(Z; θ0)

nJv(θ0)

)

+ CovG

(
Ru

n√
n

,
Rv

n√
n

)

.

Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to each of the terms above, it is then obvious Cov(θ̂u, θ̂v) =1187

o
(

1
n

)
. As for the last assertion of the Corollary, in the proof above, we used regularity conditions1188

to ensure Ru
n

L2

→ 0. Thus, when θ̂u−θ0 = Ru
n/

√
n with Ru

n
L2

→ 0, the proof will be valid as well. 21189

1190

Proof of Theorem 2: It is proved by applying Theorem 1 to hn(Zobs; θ) = un(Zobs; θ)+vn(Zobs; θ). 21191

Proof of Theorem 3: By a Taylor expansion, we have1192

∫
vA

n (Zcom, θ̂H
obs)p

I(Zmis|Zobs; θ̂
I
obs)dZmis

=

∫
vA

n (Zcom, θA
0 )pI(Zmis|Zobs; θ

I
0)dZmis +

∫
∂

∂θA
vA

n (Zcom, θA
0 )pI(Zmis|Zobs; θ

I
0)dZmis × (θ̂H

obs − θA
0 ) +

∫
vA

n (Zcom, θA
0 )

[
∂

∂θI
pI(Zmis|Zobs; θ

I
0)

]>
dZmis × (θ̂I

obs − θI
0) + Rn.
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But by the definition of θ̂H
obs and vA

n (Zcom, θA), we have1193

EI
[
vA

n (Zcom; θ̂H
obs)|Zobs; θ̂

I
obs

]
=

∫
vA

n (Zcom; θ̂H
obs)p

I(Zmis|Zobs; θ̂
I
obs)dZmis = 0,

1194 ∫
vA

n (Zcom, θA
0 )pI(Zmis|Zobs; θ

I
0)dZmis = 0 .

Consequently, we have1195

∫
∂

∂θA
vA

n (Zcom, θA
0 )pI(Zmis|Zobs; θ

I
0)dZmis × (θ̂H

obs − θA
0 ) +

∫
vA

n (Zcom, θA
0 )

[
∂

∂θI
pI(Zmis|Zobs; θ

I
0)

]>
Zmis × (θ̂I

obs − θI
0) + Rn = op(n1/2) .

Assuming regularity conditions that the limit1196

lim
n→∞

1

n

∫
vA

n (Zcom; θA
0 )

[
∂

∂θI
pI(Zmis|Zobs; θ

I
0)

]>
dZmis

exists, and the remaining term Rn satisfies Rn = op(n1/2), we have1197

√
n
[
(θ̂H

obs − θA
0 ) − K ∙ (θ̂I

obs − θI
0)
]

p
→ 0.

Finally, assuming that the difference is uniformly integrable, we have the convergence in L2. 21198

1199

Proof of Corollary 2: From the validity under perturbation assumption, we know1200

∂

∂θI∩A

∫
vA

n (Zcom; θI∩A, θ
A\I
0 )pI(Zmis|Zobs; θ

I∩A, θ
I\A
0 )dZmis = op(n)

for any θI∩A such that ||θI∩A − θI∩A
0 || ≤ ε. Assuming the exchangeability of differentiation and1201

integration, we know1202

∫
∂

∂θI∩A
vA

n (Zcom; θI∩A, θ
A\I
0 )pI(Zmis|Zobs; θ

I∩A, θ
I\A
0 )dZmis +

∫
vA

n (Zcom; θI∩A, θ
A\I
0 )

∂

∂θI∩A
pI(Zmis|Zobs; θ

I∩A, θ
I\A
0 )>dZmis = op(n),

from which one can verify that the matrix K has the given form for the two nested cases. 21203

1204

Proof of Corollary 3: From the results in Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, it is immediate that1205

θ̄∞ − θ0 = (I − F )(θ̂A
obs − θ0) + FK(θ̂I

obs − θ0) +
Rn√

n

with Rn
L2

→ 0. Therefore,1206

V G(θ̄∞) = V G

(

(I − F )θ̂A
obs + FKθ̂I

obs +
Rn√

n

)

.
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Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, it is easy to show1207

V G(θ̄∞) = V G
(
(I − F )θ̂A

obs + FKθ̂I
obs

)
+ o

(
1

n

)

. 2

Proof of Lemma 2: Let

hcom = SA(Zcom; θA) and hobs = SA(Zobs; θ
A) = EA[SA(Zcom; θA)|Zobs; θ

A] .

Because EG[hobs(hcom − hobs)
>] = 0, we know that condition of Corollary 4 (proved below) is1208

satisfied. Consequently, the self-efficiency condition implies that1209

(

EG ∂hobs

∂θ

)−1

EG(hobsh
>
obs) =

(

EG ∂hcom

∂θ

)−1

EG(hcomh>
com) + o(1)

which implies1210

(nJobs)
−1EG(hobsh

>
obs) = (nJcom)−1EG(hcomh>

com) + o(1).

This, together with the fact that EG(hobsh
>
mis) = EG(hobs(hcom − hobs)

>) = 0, leads to1211

(Jmis)(Jobs)
−1EG(hobsh

>
obs) = EG(hmish

>
mis) + o(n) .

Multiplying both sides by some common factors, we get1212

J−1
comJmisJ

−1
obsE

G(hobsh
>
obs)(J

>
com)−1 = J−1

comEG(hmish
>
mis)(J

>
com)−1 + o(n) .

Now from the Strong SOR condition and some algebraic manipulations, we find1213

FV A
obs(I − F )> = FV A

misF
> + o(n−1). (9.3)

The symmetry of the right-hand side of (9.3) then is sufficient to establish (6.3). 21214

1215

Proof of Theorem 4: For simplicity, we assume θ to be a scalar, but the argument is general.1216

From Lemma 1 and Strong SOR, we know1217

CovG(θ̂com, θ̂obs − θ̂com) = EG(θ̂comθ̂obs) − EG(θ̂2
com) + o(n−1)

= EG

(
hcom

nJcom
+

Rcom
n√
n

,
hobs

nJobs
+

Robs
n√
n

)

− EG

(
hcom

nJcom
+

Rcom
n√
n

)2

+ o(n−1)

=
EG(hcomhobs)

n2JcomJobs
−

EGh2
com

n2J2
com

+ o(n−1) =
EG(hcomhobs)

(EG ∂hcom
∂θ

)(EG ∂hobs
∂θ

)
−

EGh2
com

(EG ∂hcom
∂θ

)2
+ o(n−1) .

The result then follows from the definition of strong efficiency (6.1). 21218

1219

Proof of Corollary 4: This is a direct consequence of Theorem 4 and the fact that1220

− lim
n→∞

1

n
EG

(
∂hobs

∂θ

)

= Jobs. 2
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Proof of Theorem 5: From the discussion in Section 5.1, if we can establish that1221

Ū∞ = V (θ̂A) + op(n−1) (9.4)

B∞ = V (θ̄∞ − θ̂A) + op(n−1) , (9.5)

then the result follows directly from (5.10). Establishing (9.4) is straightforward, as presented in

Section 5.1. Establishing (9.5) is not because we cannot use the approximation based on the plug-

in predictive imputation, which would lead to under-dispersion in the imputation value. But for

its intended estimand, V G(θ̄∞ − θ̂A
com), (5.1) and (5.2) together imply (asymptotically)

θ̄∞ − θ̂A
com = FKθ̂I

obs − F θ̂A
mis.

Because θ̂I
obs and θ̂A

mis are asymptotically orthogonal (due to Corollary 1), we then have1222

V G(θ̄∞ − θ̂A
com) = FKV I

obsK
>(F )> + FV A

mis(F )> + o
(
n−1) , (9.6)

where V I
obs = V G(θ̂I

obs). Applying (3.8), but with Zcom replaced by Z̃com = (Zobs, Z̃mis), where1223

Z̃mis is a draw from the imputer’s posterior predictive distribution pI(Zmis|Zobs), we obtain1224

B∞ = V I
[
θ̂A(Z̃com)|Zobs

]
= V I

[
(I − F )θ̂A

obs + F θ̂A
mis(Zobs, Z̃mis)|Zobs

]
+ op(n−1)

= FV I
[
θ̂A

mis(Zobs, Z̃mis)|Zobs

]
(F )> + op(n−1)

= FV I
[
e(Zobs; θ̃)|Zobs

]
(F )> + FEI

[
σ(Zobs; θ̃)|Zobs

]
(F )> + op(n−1), (9.7)

where1225

σ(Zobs; θ̃) = V I
[
θ̂A

mis(Zobs, Z̃mis)|Zobs; θ̃
]
, (9.8)

e(Zobs; θ̃) = EI
[
θ̂A

mis(Zobs, Z̃mis)|Zobs; θ̃
]
. (9.9)

The identity in (9.7) is due to V (X) = E[V (X|Y )] + V [E(X|Y )].1226

For the second term in (9.7), because we assume the imputer’s model is correctly specified,1227

asymptotically we have1228

EI
[
σ(Zobs; θ̃)|Zobs

]
= σ(Zobs; θ0) + op(n−1). (9.10)

Then1229

V A
mis ≡ V G

[
θ̂A

mis(Zobs, Z̃mis)
]

= V G
[
EI
(
θ̂A

mis(Zobs, Z̃mis)|Zobs; θ0

)]
+ EG

[
V I
(
θ̂A

mis(Zobs, Z̃mis)|Zobs; θ0

)]

= V G[e(Zobs; θ0)] + EG[σ(Zobs; θ0)]. (9.11)

Here we can switch the superscript “G′′ to “I ′′ in the inner layer conditional expectations because

the imputer’s model is correctly specified and hence pG(Zmis|Zobs) = pI(Zmis|Zobs; θ0). But
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when both the imputer’s and the analyst’s models are correctly specified, the estimating equation

for θ̂A
mis(Z̃com), vA

n (Zcom; θ) of (3.7) is conditionally unbiased (conditioning on Zobs and θ = θ0),

EI
[
vA

n (Z̃com; θ0)|Zobs; θ0

]
= 0.

By Corollary 1, the corresponding root θ̂A
mis(Z̃com) is asymptotically uncorrelated with its con-1230

ditional expectation e(Zobs; θ0). Because Cov(X, E(X|Y )) = V (E(X|Y )), the first term on the1231

right-hand side of (9.11) the is asymptotically negligible compared to the second term, and hence1232

the second term in (9.7) is a consistent estimator of the second term on the right-hand side of (5.8).1233

For the first term on the righthand side of (9.7), we cannot replace e(Zobs; θ̃) by e(Zobs; θ0)1234

or any e(Zobs; θ̂obs) because then the variance due to (conditional) uncertainty in the parameter1235

estimation would be incorrectly set to zero. However, using essentially the same argument (see1236

below) as in establishing the asymptotic equivalence of the estimators in Table 1, we can prove1237

that e(Zobs; θ̃) is asymptotically the same as the root of the imputed vA
n (Zcom; θ) (see (3.7)) under1238

the plug-in predictive imputation assuming θ = θ̃, that is, e(Zobs; θ̃) can be viewed as the root of1239

EI(vA
n (Zcom; θ)|Zobs; θ̃) = EI

[
SA(Zobs, Z̃mis; θ)|Zobs; θ̃

]
− EA

[
SA(Zobs, Zmis; θ)|Zobs; θ

]
= 0.

(9.12)

Comparing (9.12) with (4.5) reveals that they differ only in the plug-in value: θ̂I
obs verse θ̃. Thus1240

essentially the same argument used for proving Theorem 3 can be applied to establish that1241

e(Zobs; θ̃) = θA
0 + K(θ̃ − θI

0) + op(n−1/2). (9.13)

It follows then that

V I
[
e(Zobs; θ̃)|Zobs

]
= KV I(θ̃|Zobs)K

> + op(n−1).

Under the usual regularity conditions that guarantee the asymptotic equivalence between the1242

posterior variance V I(θ̃|Zobs) and the sampling variance V G(θ̂A
obs), we can then conclude that1243

the first term on the right-hand side of (5.8) is a consistent estimator for the first term on the1244

right-hand side of (9.7), and hence (9.5) is established. 21245

1246

Proof of Lemma 3: The fact that θ̂A
obs � θ̂I

obs implies θA is a sub-parameter of θI . Theorem 3 and1247

Corollary 2 then imply1248

θ̂H
obs − θA

0 = K(θ̂I
obs − θI

0) + Rn

where
√

nRn
L2

→ 0 and K = [IA, B]. We then know from θ̂A
obs � θ̂I

obs that θ̂A
obs � θ̂H

obs. 21249

1250

Proof of Theorem 6: From our assumption θ̂A
obs � θ̂I

obs, we can re-arrange the parameter space of1251

the imputer’s model as (θA, θI\A), where θA is a parameter to both the analyst and the imputer,1252

but θI\A is a parameter to the imputer only . Therefore we have1253

CA,I
obs ≡ CovG(θ̂A

obs, θ̂
I
obs) =

[
V G(θ̂A

obs), 0
]

+ o(n−1) .
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From Corollary 2, we know K = [I, B], which implies CA,I
obs K> = V G(θ̂A

obs) + o(n−1), and hence1254

the consistency of T∞, as a consequence of Lemma 2.1255

1256

For (ii), notice from Corollary 3 and the above discussion that1257

V∞ = (I − F )V A
obs(I − F>) + FKV I

obsK
>F> + (I − F )CA,I

obs K>F> + FK(CA,I
obs )>(I − F>) + o(n−1)

= (I − F )V A
obs(I − F>) + FKV I

obsK
>F> + (I − F )V A

obsF
> + FV A

obs(I − F>) + o(n−1) ,

1258

V A
obs = (I − F )V A

obs(I − F>) + FV A
obsF

> + (I − F )V A
obsF

> + FV A
obs(I − F>) .

It is then sufficient to prove KV I
obsK

> ≥ V A
obs, which is obvious because1259

V I
obs ≥

(
V A

obs 0

0 0

)

and V A
obs = K

(
V A

obs 0

0 0

)

K>. 2

Proof of Theorem 7: From Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, we know1260

θ̄∞ − θ0 = (I − F )(θ̂A
obs − θ0) + F [I, 0]>(θ̂I

obs − θ0).

The result (i) then simply is a consequence of the assumption that θ̂I
obs � θ̂A

obs. For (ii), from (5.6),1261

(5.8), and Lemma 2, we have1262

T∞ = (I − F )V A
obs(I − F )> + FKV I

obsK
>F> + FV A

obs(I − F )> + (I − F )V A
obsF

>.

Since V A
obs = [(I − F ) + F ]V A

obs[(I − F ) + F ]>, it is then sufficient to prove V A
obs ≥ KV I

obsK
>,1263

which follows from the fact that K = [I, 0]> and θ̂I � θ̂A.1264

1265

To prove (iii), first consider the case where θA is a scalar: let φ denote this scalar parameter. Re-1266

arrange the imputer’s estimator as θ̂I
obs = (φ̂I

obs, η̂
I
obs) (φ̂I

obs could be φ0 if the imputer knows the1267

true value of φ). Since θ̂I
obs � θ̂A

obs, the analyst’s procedure can be expanded to a procedure that1268

estimates φ and η together by appending the score function on η. From Theorem 3,1269

φ̂H
obs − φ0 = K(θ̂I

obs − θI
0) + Rn = (φ̂I

obs − φ0) + Rn

where
√

nRn
L2

→ 0 and K = [I, 0]>. Therefore, we know1270

CovG(θ̂A
obs, θ̂

I
obs)K

> = V G(φ̂I
obs) + o(n−1) .

The bias in T∞ can be re-written as1271

T∞ − V∞ = 2F (1 − F )
(
V G(φ̂A

obs) − V G(φ̂I
obs)
)

+ o(n−1) .

From the assumptions θ̂A
com � θ̂A

obs and θ̂I
obs � θ̂A

obs, 0 ≤ F ≤ 1 and V G(φ̂A
obs) ≥ V G(φ̂I

obs); hence1272

T∞ − V∞ ≥ 0. The same proof applies when θA is a vector and F ∝ I . 21273

1274
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Proof of Equivalence of Four Estimators in Table 1: Here we assume EE SA(Zobs, Z̃mis; θ)(= 0)1275

satisfies SOR, and the ratio n/N is bounded away from zero as the complete-data size N → ∞. To1276

prove θ̄
(21)
∞ and θ̄

(22)
∞ are asymptotically the same, we first recall θ̄

(21)
∞ = EI [θ̂A(Z̃com)|Zobs; θ̂

I
obs]1277

where θ̂A(Z̃com) is a root of SA(Zobs, Z̃mis; θ) = 0 . Then, following the proof in Lemma 1,1278

√
n

((
θ̂A(Z̃com) − θ0

)
−

SA(Zobs, Z̃mis; θ0)

NJS(θ0)

)
L2

→ 0 .

From the property of convergence in L2, we know1279

√
n

(
(
EI [θ̂A(Z̃com)|Zobs; θ̂

I
obs] − θ0

)
−

EI [SA(Zobs, Z̃mis; θ0)|Zobs; θ̂
I
obs]

NJS(θ0)

)
L2

→ 0 ,

which implies1280

√
n

(
(
θ̄(21)
∞ − θ0

)
−

EI [SA(Zobs, Z̃mis; θ0)|Zobs; θ̂
I
obs]

NJS(θ0)

)
L2

→ 0 . (9.14)

But EI [SA(Zobs, Z̃mis; θ0)|Zobs; θ̂
I
obs] is the averaged EE used by the plug-in predictive imputa-1281

tion (see Table 1). Therefore, again by Lemma 1, we have1282

√
n

(
(
θ̄(22)
∞ − θ0

)
−

EI [SA(Zobs, Z̃mis; θ0)|Zobs; θ̂
I
obs]

NJS(θ0)

)
L2

→ 0 . (9.15)

Consequently,
√

n(θ̄
(21)
∞ − θ̄

(22)
∞ )

L2

→ 0. The assertion
√

n(θ̄
(11)
∞ − θ̄

(12)
∞ )

L2

→ 0 can be established by1283

a similar argument. In the asymptotic results above, we have replaced
√

N by
√

n because the1284

ratio n/N is bounded away from zero.1285

To establish
√

n(θ̄
(12)
∞ − θ̄

(22)
∞ )

L2

→ 0, we again notice that,1286

√
n

((
θ̄(12)
∞ − θ0

)
−

EI [SA(Zobs, Z̃mis; θ0)|Zobs]

NJS(θ0)

)
L2

→ 0 . (9.16)

Results (9.15) and (9.16) imply that we need to show1287

√
n

(
EI [SA(Zobs, Z̃mis; θ0)|Zobs; θ̂

I
obs]

NJS(θ0)
−

EI [SA(Zobs, Z̃mis; θ0)|Zobs]

NJS(θ0)

)
L2

→ 0 . (9.17)

First notice that1288

EI [SA(Zobs, Z̃mis; θ0)|Zobs; θ̂
I
obs] − EI [SA(Zobs, Z̃mis; θ0)|Zobs]

= EI [SA(Zobs, Z̃mis; θ0)|Zobs; θ̂
I
obs] − EI [EI [SA(Zobs, Z̃mis; θ0)|Zobs; θ]|Zobs]

= −EI [dn(Zobs; θ) |Zobs] , (9.18)

where the last expectation is with respect to the imputer’s posterior distribution pI(θ|Zobs), and1289

dn(Zobs; θ) = EI [SA(Zobs, Z̃mis; θ0)|Zobs; θ] − EI [SA(Zobs, Z̃mis; θ0)|Zobs; θ̂
I
obs]. Let1290
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fn(Zobs; θ) =
∂EI [SA(Zobs, Z̃mis; θ0)|Zobs; θ̂

I
obs]

∂θ
(θ − θ̂I

obs). (9.19)

Then a Taylor expansion yields1291

dn(Zobs; θ) − fn(Zobs; θ) =
1

2

∂2EI [SA(Zobs, Z̃mis; θ0)|Zobs; θ
∗]

∂θ2
(θ − θ̂I

obs)
2, (9.20)

where θ∗ is a value between θ and θ̂I
obs. The right-hand side of (9.20) is of order Op(n)Op(1/n) =1292

Op(1), and thus we can conclude, assuming both dn and fn are uniformly integrable, that1293

n−1/2[dn(Zobs; θ) − fn(Zobs; θ)]
L2

→ 0. (9.21)

Under the usual regularity assumptions that ensure asymptotic equivalence between Bayesian1294

estimator and MLE, EI(θ|Zobs) − θ̂I
obs = Op

(
n−1

)
. This together with the assumption that1295

∂

∂θ
EI [SA(Zobs, Z̃mis; θ0)|Zobs; θ̂

I
obs] = Op(n)

implies that n− 1
2 EI [fn(Zobs; θ)|Zobs]

L2

→ 0. Consequently, n− 1
2 EI [dn(Zobs; θ)|Zobs]

L2

→ 0, bea-1296

cause of (9.21). But this implies (9.17) because of (9.18). 21297

10 Appendix II: Illustrating Theoretical Results via a Re-1298

gression Setting1299

Suppose in a regression model Y = Xθ+ε with ε ∼ N(0, IN ), the covariates X are fully observed1300

but the responses Y are only missing at random (MAR). The notation is the same as in the regres-1301

sion example of Section 8.3, but here we have p covariates, instead of just two. A model by setting1302

some of the coefficients θ to be zero or, equivalently, we can use a set of covariates to denote the1303

nonzero part. Therefore, we use I and A to also denote, respectively, the set of covariates used by1304

the imputer and the analyst. The estimators θ̂A
obs and θ̂I

obs are taken to be the least square estima-1305

tor in the corresponding model. Under MAR, the plug-in predictive imputation model is simply1306

the linear regression model Y = XI
misθ̂

I
obs + ε, with the corresponding averaged/projected EE1307

(
XA

com

)>
[(

Yobs

XI
misθ̂

I
obs

)

− XA
comθA

]

= 0 .

Denote M
(c)
U,V = [XU

com]>XV
com , e.g., M

(c)
A,A = [XA

com]>XA
com, and similarly, M

(o)
U,V and M

(m)
U,V for1308

the observed-data and missing-data counterparts. Straightforward algebra then yields1309

θ̄∞ = [M
(c)
A,A]−1M

(o)
A,Aθ̂A

obs + [M
(c)
A,A]−1M

(m)
A,Aθ̂H

obs , (10.1)

where1310

θ̂H
obs = [M

(m)
A,A]−1M

(m)
A,I θ̂I

obs ≡ KN θ̂I
obs. (10.2)
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Let1311

F = [M
(c)
A,A]−1M

(m)
A,A (10.3)

be the fraction of missing information, then we have from (10.1) that1312

θ̄∞ = (I − F )θ̂A
obs + F θ̂H

obs ,

confirming the result in Theorem 2. Assuming K = limN→∞ KN exists, and noting θA
0 = KNθI

0 ,1313

we know from (10.2) that1314

√
n
[
(θ̂H

obs − θA
0 ) − K(θ̂I

obs − θI
0)
]

= (KN − K)[
√

n(θ̂I
obs − θI

0)] = op (1) ,

which verifies the general result in Theorem 3.1315

Next we verify the form of K in the two nested cases. On the one hand, when the analyst’s1316

model and imputer’s model are nested as A ⊇ I , we see that1317

θ̂H
obs = [M

(m)
A,A]−1M

(m)
A,I ∙ θ̂I

obs = (XA
mis

>
XA

mis)
−1
[
XA

mis

>
(

XI
mis, X

A\I
mis

)]
(

θ̂I
obs

0

)

=

(
θ̂I

obs

0

)

=

(
II

0

)

θ̂I
obs ,

implying that θ̂H
obs is simply the imputer’s estimator appended by the true value, verifying (1) of1318

Corollary 2. This result is anticipated because the EE for θ̂H
obs is in effect defined with infinitely1319

many imputed “data points”. Thus the estimator will be the one used by the imputer, including1320

true values of the part of θ that the imputer assumed.1321

On the other hand, when I ⊇ A, we have1322

θ̂H
obs = [M

(m)
A,A]−1M

(m)
A,I θ̂I

obs = (XA
mis

>
XA

mis)
−1
[
XA

mis

>
(

XA
mis, X

I\A
mis

)]
θ̂I

obs = Kθ̂I
obs,

where K = [IA, B] with B = [M
(m)
A,A]−1M

(m)

A,I\A, verifying (2) of Corollary 2. Since θ
I\A
0 = 0, we1323

have θ̂H
obs − θA

0 = K(θ̂I
obs − θI

0), i.e., θ̂H
obs is a projection of θ̂I

obs onto the analyst’s parameter space.1324

To verify Corollary 3, straightforward calculation yields1325

V∞ = [M
(c)
A,A]−1(J1 + J2 + J3 + J>

3 )[M
(c)
A,A]−1 (10.4)

where J1 = M
(o)
A,A, J2 = M

(m)
A,I [M

(m)
I,I ]−1M

(m)
I,A and J3 = M

(o)
A,I [M

(o)
I,I ]−1M

(m)
I,A . The four individual1326

terms in (10.4) can be verified to correspond to those in Corollary 3. For example,1327

[M
(c)
A,A]−1J1[M

(c)
A,A]−1

= (XA
com

>
XA

com)−1(XA
obs

>
XA

obs)(X
A
obs

>
XA

obs)
−1(XA

obs

>
XA

obs)(X
A
com

>
XA

com)−1

= (I − F )V A
obs(I − F )> .

Similarly to verify Lemma 2, and particularly (6.5), we note that1328

V A
obs = [M

(o)
A,A]−1, CA,I

obs = [M
(o)
A,A]−1M

(o)
A,I [M

(o)
I,I ]−1 (10.5)
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and the exact expression of K depends on how the analyst’s and imputer’s models are nested1329

with each other. For example, to illustrate both Theorem 5 and Theorem 6, we assume the an-1330

alyst’s set of covariates is a subset of the imputer’s set (and that both sets contain the actual1331

covariates used by God). Then the analyst’s θ̂A
com is the MLE even under the imputer’s model,1332

hence is strongly more efficient than θ̄∞, implying T∞ is consistent. We can reach the same con-1333

clusion from Theorem 6 by noting that the analyst’s procedure is self-efficient since it is the MLE1334

and θ̂A
obs � θ̂I

obs because θ̂A
obs is the MLE under a submodel of the one that underlies θ̂I

obs.1335

We can also establish T∞ − V∞ = 0 directly by verifying (6.5). Given (10.5), because K =1336

[M
(m)
A,A]−1M

(m)
A,I , verifying (6.5) is the same as proving M

(o)
A,I [M

(o)
I,I ]−1M

(m)
I,A [M

(m)
A,A]−1 = I, which1337

is a simple consequence of the identity1338

(XA
obs, X

I\A
obs )>XI

obs(X
I
obs

>
XI

obs)
−1(XI

mis

>
XA

mis) = XI
mis

>
XA

mis = (XA
mis, X

I\A
mis )>XA

mis.

Finally, this regression setting illustrates the importance of having the proportionality as-

sumption on F in (iii) of Theorem 7, and indicates how it holds when the missing data are

missing completely at random (MCAR). Specifically, consider cases where I ⊆ A. Re-write θ

as θA = (θA\I , θI). Then, noticing that [M
(s)
A,A]−1M

(s)
A,I = [II , 0]> for s = c, o, m, we see from

(10.5) that CA,I
obs = [II , 0]>[M

(o)
I,I ]−1, and from (1) of Corollary 2 that K = [II , 0]>. Consequently,

CA,I
obs K> = [II , 0]>[M

(o)
I,I ]−1[II , 0] =

(
V I

obs 0

0 0

)

,

which is exactly the variance of imputer’s estimator (θ̂I
obs, θ

A/I
0 ) for the analyst’s parameter θA.1339

It follows then that we can rewrite D∞ of (6.4) as1340

D∞ = (I − F )
[
V A

obs − KV I
obsK

>
]
F>. (10.6)

Since Theorem 7 assumes θ̂I
obs � θ̂A

obs, we know V A
obs −KV I

obsK
> ≥ 0 in the sense of being a non-1341

negative definite matrix. However, this does not imply D∞+D>
∞ is non-negative definite because1342

the matrix F generally does not commute with V A
obs − KV I

obsK
>. But when F is proportional to1343

an identity matrix, then (5.10) and (10.6) together imply that1344

T∞ − V∞ = 2F (I − F )
[
V A

obs − KV I
obsK

>
]

+ op

(
n−1) , (10.7)

which is (asymptotically) non-negative definite, and hence the conclusion of (iii) of Theorem 7.1345

Evidently the expression (10.6) is not restricted to the regression setting, but the regression1346

setting provides an indication of when it is possible for the the assumption F ∝ I to hold in1347

general. Because F = [M
(c)
A,A]−1M

(m)
A,A, as in (10.3), if the missing data are missing completely at1348

random (MCAR; see Rubin (1976)), then limn→∞ F = fI , where f is the limit of the fraction of1349

missing data (N − n)/N . This result comes as no surprise, because if MCAR holds it is intuitive1350

that the loss of information should be the same for all parameters if the original complete data1351

have an i.i.d. structure, as in the regression setting (on the joint space of {Xi, Yi}). It would be1352

useful to explore the general complete-data structures under which MCAR implies F ∝ I .1353
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11 Appendix III: Larger Does Not Guarantee Better1354

Let Y = Xθ + ε where εi
ind
∼ N(0, Xη

i ) for i = 1, . . . , n and η > 0 (obviously we require Xη
i is1355

always positive). Consider the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator1356

θ̂LS
n =

n∑

i=1

XiYi

n∑

i=1

X2
i

, (11.1)

whose variance is given by1357

V LS
n =

n∑

i=1

X2+η
i

(
n∑

i=1

X2
i

)2 . (11.2)

Because V LS
n is not necessarily a monotone decreasing sequence in n when the Xi’s are not1358

all identical, θ̂LS
n can be more efficient with less data, by throwing away the part of the data with1359

large values of Xη
i . Consider the case where Xi = 1/(101−i), i = 1, . . . , 100 and η = 2. Throwing1360

away the last 36 data points will lead to a far more efficient θ̂LS
64 than using all the data, θ̂LS

100, since:1361

V LS
64 = 0.0214 < V LS

100 = 0.4049. (11.3)

As with Example 1, the reason for this phenomenon is quite simple. Whereas the least-1362

squared estimator enjoys robustness, it is consistent (and unbiased) even when η 6= 0, we pay a1363

price in efficiency for this robustness. The equally weighted least square estimator can be terribly1364

inefficient because it gives those data points with large X ′
is—and hence large variances—much1365

more weight than they deserve. The MLE of θ corrects this problem by properly re-weighting,1366

leading to (assuming η is known)1367

θ̂MLE
n =

n∑

i=1

X1−η
i Yi

n∑

i=1

X2−η
i

, (11.4)

whose variance is now monotone decreasing in n because (recall X2−η
i > 0)1368

V MLE
n =

[
n∑

i=1

X2−η
i

]−2

. (11.5)

With MLE, we see1369

V MLE
64 = 0.0156 > V MLE

100 = 0.01. (11.6)

Comparing (11.3) with (11.6), we see that OLS has only 2.5% efficiency relative to MLE when1370

we use the complete data (n = 100), but about 73% efficiency when we use the incomplete1371

data (n = 64). It is such unbalanced loss of efficiency that causes the seemingly paradoxical1372

phenomenon of producing a less efficient estimator with more data. Further illustrations with this1373

example, such as how the relative efficiency of the OLS changes with the sampling mechanism,1374

are given in Meng and Xie (2014).1375
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